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U.S. Navy destroys militia battery in Beirut
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) - The U.S.
Navy unleashed its firepower in Lebanon for the first time yesterday,
destroying a Druse militia battery
that shelled Beirut airport while two
Marine generals were inspecting Marine positions.
No casualties were reported at the
airport, where four Marines have
been killed and 28 wounded since late
last month. But police said 52 Lebanese were killed and 114 wounded in
fierce Christian-Druse fighting in the
mountains overlooking the airport.

The Druse, in a statement issued by
their Progessive Socialist Party,
claimed Lebanese troops and Christian Phalange militiamen burned
down a Druse religious shrine in
Ebey, 7% miles southeast of Beirut
and "massacred" 40 men, women and
children who had taken refuge there.
There was no independent confirmation of the claim, the latest in a
series of reports of massacres by both
Christians and the Syrian-backed
Druse since Israeli troops pulled out
of the mountains Sunday. Israelis

redeployed its troops to safer positions.
THE U.S. NAVY frigate Bowen
fired four rounds from its five-inch
guns as the mountain fighting raged
and the Marine base below was
shelled. "We hit the target that we
aimed at," Marine spokesman Warrant Officer Charles ftowe said.
Lt. Gen. John Miller and Mai. Gen.
Alfred Gray were inspecting the Marine compound when the shelling
started and witnesses said one round
landed about 50 yards from them.

The generals and other Marines
took cover, while Marine gunners
responded with six rounds from a
155mm howitzer at the end of the
runway as the Bowen's guns blasted
away.
Lance Cpl. Michael Cavallaro of
Providence, R.I., a driver in the generals' convoy, took a piece of shrapnel
in his helmet from the shells.
Miller, commanding general of the
Fleet Force Atlantic at Norfolk, Va..
and Gray, commander of the 2nd
Marine Division at Camp Lejeune,

N.C., visited the first nlatoon of Alpha
Company, which suffered two deaths
Monday and two more Tuesday.
MILLER SAID, "No one expects
the Marines to stay here hunkered
down under fire from known positions
and not respond."
He also said he expected 2,000 Marines waiting offshore to remain in
reserve, but added: "If needed, they
will be used."
Wednesday, U.S. and French Jet
fighters roared over Lebanon for the
first time in a show of force after

Marine and French positions in west
Beirut were shelled. One Marine was
wounded and at least two French
soldiers were killed. Informed
sources said a French soldier who
was wounded later died.
The 1,200 Marines ashore are part
of a 5,400 multinational peacekeeping
force that also includes French, Italian and British troops. They have
been in Lebanon since Israeli troops
forced the evacuation of thousands of
Palestine Liberation Organization
fighters from Beirut last summer.

No wild pets?

Debris found
by Associated Press

IN TOKYO, Soviet Ambassador
Vladimir Pavlov, in a meeting at the
Foreign Ministry, said the Soviets
would turn over to Japan recovered
materials and documents from the
crashed airliner, Japanese officials
said.
They said he also told them his
government will report on its search
operations off the tiny Soviet island of
Moneron.
It appeared the reason the plane's
debris was to be turned over to Japan
is the absence of diplomatic relations
between South Korea and the Soviet
Union. Seoul has reportedly asked
Tokyo to represent its interests in the

Japan said the Soviets have found
debris from the downed South Korean
airliner and will turn the material
over, but there was no sign yesterday
of any other cooperation between the
Kremlin and the nations and institutions outraged over the Soviet attack.
An angry Secretary of State George
Shultz emerged from a contentious
meeting with Andrei Gromyko in Madrid and called the Soviet foreign
minister's explanation of the attack
"preposterous" and totally unacceptable.
British Airways canceled its flights
to Moscow, and European pilots' assoThe Soviets have not pinpointed the
ciations joined in a 60-day boycott to
protest the missile attack that crash site yet, Pavlov reportedly said,
claimed the lives of 269 people. The but they found fragments in four
Soviets say the plane, which flew areas near Moneron.
There were strong indications the
through Soviet air space, was on a spy
mission for the United States - a Soviet refusal to offer an accounting
that satisfies the United States was
charge the United States denies.
The pilots, from France, Italy, Nor- leading to a further deterioration in
way and Denmark, were ahead of relations between Moscow and Washtheir governments in taking concrete
... Madrid, a senior State Departmsawrei against toe Soviet Union.
NATO ministers meeting in Madrid ment official said Shultz probably
wen still considering how to punish would cancel a previously scheduled
meeting with Gromyko in New York
the Soviets.
The U.S. State Department cau- later this month.
tioned Americans against going to the
Gromyko said he would have nothSoviet Union because the airline oro- ing to say about his meeting with
Shultz for the time being.
tests could seriously disrupt travel.

ta,

Stores hissing
by Jeft Jamas
stall reporter

A controversy has arisen between two city merchants and
Bowling Green's city council concerning a municipal ordinance
which prohibits the keeping of wild
and exotic animals.
Michael Lull, owner of the Hutch
Pet Store, 1017 S. Main St., and Tim
Tache, owner of Davy Jones'
Locker, 178 S. Main St, who were
cited Aug. 17 by Bowling Green
Animal Control Officer Diana
Johnson for violating the ordinance, said they believe the ordinance is unfair.
Both men are scheduled to appear for preliminary hearings
Sept. 14 in Bowling Green Municipal Court. The violation is considered a fourth-degree misdemeanor
with a possible fine of $250 and a 30day jafl sentence.
Lull was first cited when his
employee, Larry Kreais, 300 E.
Napoleon Road, was bitten by a
boa constrictor while showing the
snake to a potential customer.
Tache also was cited for having a
boa contrictor for sale in his store.
He said, "people often mistake a
boa constrictor tor a python, which
may be the case with this incident.
There are differences between
these snakes. For one thing, the
boa is not poisonous as most people
believe," he said. "Pythons grow
to a bigger size and are more
aggressive."
TACHE ALSO said he has taken
his boa to show at grade schools,
nursery schools, Rotary Clubs and
Kiwanis with no trouble from the
snake.

According to the ordinance, wild
or exotic animals are forbidden to
be kept within the dry limits.
"They (city council) should rewrite the ordinance to define what
they mean by wild and exotic animals because the law is too
vague," Lull said.
Lull and Tache both agree the
ordinance is unconstitutional on
the basis that it limits what a
person, in this case a pet store
owner, can sell. Lull said "the
ordinance violates the 14th Amendment because it deprives a person
of property without due process of
the law."
Bowling Green City Attorney
Patrick Crowley, author of the
ordinance, said, "The city ordinance, based on an Ohio state statute, was passed by the Bowling
Green City Council last year."
"Right now, Crowley is afraid of
saying the ordinance is wrong because he wrote it," Lull said. He
added the police will determine
which animal is wild and exotic
and their decisions may vary from
day to day.
"RIGHT NOW, I have a store full
of animals and fish that would
violate the ordinance," Tache said.
"That means that I would get 10,000 citations for every fish.
"Not so," Crowley said. "What I
will do is go to the stores and make
a list of the animals and such that
violate the ordinance."
Lull said if the two men are
found guilty of the violation, "the
police would know right where to
go to find other people who have
broken the ordinance."

Tim Tache
The controversial ordinance was
the major topic of discussion at
Tuesday night's city council meeting as dozens of city residents
showed up to voice their displeasure over the ordinance.
University student Corey Ward

Dg news slotl/Potrick Sondor

owns a tarantula, a water dragon
(a type of lizard) and a 22-year-old
exotic turtle which he has had since
he was two. Ward told council,
"parting with the turtle would be
like parting with a member of my
family."

Exam schedule includes Saturday
by Nancy Beach
stofl reporter

Forget about Bugs Bunny and no
more Road Runner, starting this semester some students will be taking
exams on Saturday, according to Dr.
Richard Eakin, vice president for
planning and budgeting.
This year's exams are set for Friday, Dec. 16, Saturday, Dec. 17, and
Monday through Wednesday, Dec. 1921. Winter commencement is Thursday. Dec. 22. Classes will end on
Wednesday, Dec. IS.

Eakin, who was head of the academic calendar committee of the now
defunct Academic Council, said he
proposed the split finals schedule to
avoid starting fall semester immediately after summer session.
"I also proposed a schedule that
would have started the academic year
on Aug. 25, but that would have meant
freshmen would be moving in on Aug.
21, and summer commencement was
Aug. 20," Eakin said.
He added that the cost of switching
from summer to fall schedules so
quickly would have been very high.

and would have allowed no resting
period for those students who had
taken summer classes and were planning to return in the fall.
ANOTHER CONCERN was having
graduation too close to Christmas.
"If we had exams on the usual
Monday to Friday schedule, we would
be having commencement on Dec. 24
and that would not do," Eakin said.
Another problem has also come up
with the schedule. Eakin said, accord-

ing to the current schedule, some
evening class exams might be held on
Friday and/or Saturday nights. A
solution is being worked on that will
prevent this.
He said the goal the schedule planners try to achieve is to have 75 class
days every year and to start fall
semester on Wednesday, allowing
Monday and Tuesday for freshman
orientation, as well as having a Monday through Friday exam schedule,
but sometimes all these demands are
impossible to meet.

Vodka ban may be reconsidered
Auditioning

photo/Patnco Ponchek

Auditions for the University Performing Dancers were held in Hayes Hall
yesterday. Among the 30 dancers trying out for a spot on the chorus line are
from left to right, Kim Llmpantsis. Kris Anderson and Kim Holtrey.

COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) - Gov.
Richard Celeste said yesterday he
will reconsider bis ban against the
sale of Russian vodka in Ohio if the
Soviet Union explains, apologizes for,
and offers humanitarian assistance
for shooting down a South Korean
commercial Jet.
Appearing on ABC-TV's "Good
Morning, America" show from the
Statehouse in Columbus, Celeste said
Ohioans share the outrage felt world-

wide over the incident, which claimed
the lives of 269 passengers, including
time Ohioans.
"If there is a clear apology, a
proper explanation, and the kind of
humanitarian assistance that we
would all expect in a situation of this
kind, we would reconsider the ban,"
Celeste said.
Celeste ordered two brands of Russian vodka and one brand of Russian
brandy removed from the shelves of

state-run liquor stores shortly after
the incident.
"I think Ohioans share the anger
and the outrage people across this
nation and around the world felt," he
said. "It's important to find direct,
dear ways to send a message about
that outrage to the Soviet government. This is a way in which we can
do it in Ohio."

"I would say in a state like Ohio
there is a feeling that we should not go
back to a grain embargo, that it
hasn't worked in the past," Celeste
said. "And the challenge is to find
non-self-destructive ways of making
it dear to the Soviets that we donf
CELESTE SAID any possibility of accept this kind of a response."

-the bottom lineBom 1900:
Congressman
hides age

MIAMI (AP) - U.S.
Pepper, D-Fla., said he's
some new historical data" about his
birthday, and he's not about to concede that today is his 83rd. It could be
his (3rd, America's oldest congressman said.
"Yon know, I was born up there in
east Alabama in an area where, at the
time I was born, they didn't have
reliable vital statistics," Pepper said
Tuesday, "so somehow or another

imposing a grain embargo against the
Soviets has been met with much debate in Ohio.

weather

got it around that I was born in
"I looked into the matter and finally
I've become satisfied, and recent data
has revealed that, as a matter of fact,
instead of being born in 1900,1 was
born in 1920 - Just two years after I
served in World War I," the caiman added with a laugh. R
be said he's not all that
about the past.
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• Buck and O'Connor, the rude brothers, have changed their station but
not their style, they're as crude as
•var.Page?in "Friday."
'Undercover police in Columbus
kept leaders of the NAACP and other
civil rights groups under surveilancein the late 1960s and early 1970s.
Page4.

Sonny and hot today with a high
reaching 90 Clear and warm tonight Low in the high 70s
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editorial

Trustee position
taken too lightly

Something is amiss in Columbus.
Gov. Richard Celeste's appointment of Richard Newlove to the University's Board of Trustees in May makes us
question how important the state considers these positions.
While we do not necessarily find fault with the choice of
Newlove, we do wonder if the selection process is a valid one.
Newlove told us he expressed interest in the position by
sending a resume to the governor's office last spring. He said
he received no follow up letter from Celeste nor was he
interviewed. He never heard another word about the interest
he had expressed in the position until Celeste appointed him.
A trustee is appointed by the governor along with the
consent of the Ohio Senate for a nine-year term. A trustee has
exclusive authority to make decisions about the University's
budget, to appoint administrative staff including the president, and to make many other top-notch decisions affecting
all of us here. We see the bypassing of an interview for this
position as ludicrous.
A spokesperson at the state house said none of the applicants were interviewed because the governor does not have
the time, especially since he makes more than 200 appointments to various board and government positions in the state
each year.
Further, the qualities of the applicants for trustee should
be made public. According to the statehouse spokesperson,
even the number of people who apply for this type of position
is generally not released.
Because the governor cannot devote enough time to interview applicants, let alone research them, "people in the
field" make recommendations to his office about candidates
for the post, the spokesperson said. The governor's office
conducted their own search to fill the open seat by seeking
names of potential candidates from the University's Alumni
Association, Celeste's coordinator here and Wood County's
Democratic Party Chairman. Celeste's executive assistant
for personnel narrowed down the applications.
This selection process seems too political and is not in the
University community's best interest. Newlove said he is
sure the fact he is known by Celeste and the people around
him helped him get his position.
We suggest the governor appoint a search committee of
people associated with the University, similar to the ones;
used in the search for the vice president of student affairs
and vice president of academic affairs, who have the time to
screen applicants for trustee positions. Their recommendations could then be given to Celeste for his final appointment.
This process would be more equitable than what is used now.

Injured co- ed ignored
bike more important
According to the police report, a
bicylist made no attempt to see if the
girl she struck was ail right, but
instead said, "You'll have to pay for
the damned tire."
An anonymous bicycle operator
said this to a girl she struck with her
bike during Tuesday evening's storm.
It is an example of the compassion
displayed by some people.
Chaos is a natural result of a sudden
storm like the one Tuesday, and accidents are bound to occur when pedestrians panic as they run to take cover
from the storm.
Still, this does not excuse the disregard for an injured person's condition
no matter whose fault an accident
may have been.
The Associate Director of Campus
Safety and Security, Dean Gerkens,
said the injured party was freshman
Mary Kaye Marquardt. Laid up with
a badly bruised pelvis and a swollen
right leg, Marquardt said from her
Westlake home that she was struck by
a bicyclist right in front of the Math
Science Building, and she has been
home this week.
Marquardt said when fire alerts
forced her class to evacuate Haves
Hall, she decided to run back to her
453 McDonald West residence. As she
hurried past the Math/Science Building, a girl riding a blcylce yelled at
her to move.
Marquardt said she took a step out
of the way and then stepped back onto
the sidewalk.
"I turned to wait for my friend who
was taking off her shoes because she
couldn't run in the rain, and that's

when I got hit. We both fell down," she
said, referring to herself and the
bicycle driver.
Marquardt said when both of them
got up, the bicyclist carried her damaged bike and caught up with Marquardt trying to get Marquarit's
name, telephone number arid residence, demanding that Marquardt
help pay for the tire.
It would have been more ethical if
Marquardt chased the bicycle operator and taken the girl's name, residence and phone number so the girl
could help pay for Marquardt's injuries.
Marquardt said she felt little pain
until she climbed the stairs to her
room.
"I was crawling to the fourth floor,"
she said.
At 5:45 p.m., the Bowling Green
paramedics were called and Marquardt was taken to Wood County
Hospital.
According to Marquardt's description, the girl on the bike was tall,
black, heavyset and had black hair.
She said the girl's bike was red with a
bent front tire, and she was wheeling
it near McDonald East
In cooperation with Campus Safety
and Security, Marquardt asked a
anyone knows anything about the
bicyclist who struck her, please contact them at 372-2346.
Marcy Grande, a staff reporter for
the News, is a sophomore journalismmajor trim Independence, Ohio.
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Polygamy dispute not dead
laws preventing polygamists from
voting or holding office in federal
territories like Utah. Many were
forced into biding or imprisoned; the
church was disincorporated and
much of its property seized.
In 1890, church President Wilford
Woodruff announced the ban on polygamy among Mormons, saying God
had told him to do so in order to
prevent further confiscation of property and imprisonment.
In pre-trial documents, Murray's
attorneys argue that polygamy is
frowned upon by most Americans,
many of whom consider it demeaning
to women, and "if everybody practiced polygamy, there would not be
enough females to go around."
They maintain while polygamy is
accepted in some cultures, so are
blood feuds, tribal warfare, stoning of
adulterers "and many other practices
repugant to our culture and moral
values."
No date has been set for trial of the
lawsuit, which names the city of Murray, its civil service commission,
individual city officials and the state
and federal governments.
Polygamists have not challenged
the law for at least a decade, fearing
publicity could anger the state's Mormon majority and revive stiff enforcement of the law. As late as the
1950s, police raided polygamist
strongholds, jailing suspected practitioners and sending their children to
foster homes.
In February, Potter was excommunicated from the Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-Day Saints. But he
still considers himself a true Mormon
and believes the church was wrong to
abandon polygamy.
Potter arid other polygamists many of them former Mormons -believe Woodruff's decision did not
come from God, but was a result of
pressure from Congress to abandon
polygamy in exchange for statehood.
The enabling act for Utah statehood
in 1896 insisted the state Constitution
forever prohibit polygamy, and attorneys for the state were able to argue
successfully that the federal government should be included as a de-

fendant in Potter's suit.
Haslam declined to say whether he
believes religious prejudice from
Mormons was behind the city's decision to fire Potter.
Church spokesman Don LeFevre
said, "The church doesn't make any
excuses for having practiced polygin righteousness during the 19th

... Off the stage... The Black
Swamp Players, Bowling Green's
community theater group, won
seven awards, the most of any,
community theater, in display
competiton at last week's annual
convention of the Ohio Community
Theatre Association held in Cincinnati. The players took first place in
costumes for a single show, publicity for the season, sets for the
season and quality of overall display. The display was designed by
Willard Misfeldt, associate professor of art..

Republican Building at the Wood
County Fairgrounds on West Poe
Road, three-year vaccinations will
, beavailable for $6 to cats and dogs.
. Kittens and puppies will be given
one-year vaccinations at the same
cost. The cost includes a rabies tag
containing a registration number
and the humane society's number.
The Center for Disease Control in
Atlanta said suspected cases of
rabies among cats has increased
192 percent nationwide in the last
two years, coupled with a parallel
increase in rabid raccoons, bats
and other wildlife...

Trustees' monthly meetings as a
student representive. On the
agenda last month was discussion
about Bakd's appearance ^According to Board PresidimtRooeriTEudwig, Baird is the best dressed
student representative the board
has ever seen. And Ludwig is not
the only one who has noted Baird's
light blue suits and patterned pink
ties. Baird, who is the man of the
month on the "Collegiate Appeal"
calendar, is on file at Wllhelmina,
a top model agency in New York
City...
•••

... Feline and pop*... In conjunction with area veterinarians, the
Wood County Humane Society is
holding a rabies clinic tomorrow in
response to the state's 15 percent
increase of rabies between 1982 and
1983. From 1 p.m. to 3 p.m. in the

... Dress for success... Brian
Baird, senior marketing/international studies major, seems to have
the secret. As Undergraduate Student Government president, Baird
attends the University Board of

...Architecturally significant. .. The city's historical architecture such as the Victorian
"jewels" of West Wooster Street
will be discussed Monday at 7:30

Royston Potter, fired by a suburban
Salt Lake City police force because he
'It a polygamist, said he took three
wives as a matter of religious conviction.
Potter calls his decision "living the
principle," and it has revived a century-old dispute in this mostly Mormon state by challenging antipolygamy laws demanded by Congress before Utah entered the Union.
"It's not so much that you decide
that you want one (a second wife),"
he stud. "It's necessary as far as a
theology goes."
Potter's lawsuit seeks legal sanction for an outlawed practice still
embraced by thousands of Utah residents. Polygamists once dodged police raids and served jail terms, but
today they are seldom prosecuted.
Potter, now a janitor, has five children and two more "on the way." He
maintains three separate households
which he said he visits "on a rotationtype thing, normally one night at each
Potter and wives Denise, 30; Joann,
30; and Mary. 23, are among the 20,000 Utah residents who, according to
Owen AUred, head of the pro-polygamy Apostolic United Brethren, are
members of multi-parent households.
They practice polygamy despite the
87-year-old state Constitution, which
bans plural marriage, a third-degree
felony.
Potter was fired in late 1982 when
officials in the Salt Lake suburb of
Murray learned of his second wife.
Potter married a third time this year.
"We felt that be had a religious
guarantee to practice plural marriage," Dennis Haslam, Potter's attorney who further contends the firing
was an invasion of privacy, said.
Mormon pioneers brought polygamy to Utah in the 1840s after it was
introduced by church founder Joseph
Smith as a divinely inspired plan.
"It is ironic, though, that in our local
society, those folks who are so opposed to it are those who held it so
close to their hearts before," he said.
But plural marriage prompted
sometimes bloody opposition from
non-Mormons, and Congress passed

LeFevre said church leaders have
never specifically said whether they
would resume polygamy if it were
legal in Utah. But church President
Spencer Kimball said, "Remember,
the Lord brought an end to this program (polygamy) many decades
ago."

The state's polygamy ban has been
upheld repeatedly since 1879 when the
Supreme Court said the U.S. Constitution protects the right to believe in
polygamy, but not to practice it, Paul
Tinker, deputy Utah attorney general, said.
Potter said he married Mary about
five months ago at the urging of his
Cents and other wives. Denise has
: children, Joann has one. Both
Joann and Mary are now pregnant.
Asked about jealousy among bis
wives, Potter said: "Human emotions
are going to be there no matter
what"'
_,
Donna Anderson is a writer for the
Associated Press.
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—notebook
pjn. in the meeting room of the
Wood County District Public Library, 251 N. Main St Tad Ligibel,
resource specialist ana head of
historical acquisitions, Toledo-Lucas County Public Library, will
speak on the city's stone nouses
built in the 1920s and commercial
establishments. Slides of the structures will be included in this event
presented by the Friends of the
Wood County Public Library in
connection with the observance of
Bowling Green's Sesquicentennlal.
Ligibel, director of the Northwest
Ohio Historic Preservation Office
from 1976 to 1962, is chairman of
the local landmarks committee of
the Maumee Valley Historical Society. ..

- respondHopeless attitude partly
cause of world atrocities
Flyer not indicative
of entire greek system
The Sept 8 editorial that appeared
in the BG News concerning the alleged sexist flyer used for rush by
Tbeta Chi Fraternity shows once
again the paper's constant desire to
discredit the greek system by making
one isolated incident indicative of the
whole system.
The editorial represented more
than just poor journalistic writing.
The argument used reflected basic
logical flaws and shows how the news
will readily use a simplistic argument
to condemn all greeks.
The editorial concludes by saying,
"if all greek representatives desire
the respect they potentially deserve,
maybe they should drop the sexual
stereotypes and give the sexes - each
of them- the respect that is in order."
To conclude that all greeks are
sexist, based on the actions of one, out
of over thirty chapters, is a very poor
argument and has no place on the
editorial page of a quality newspaper.
As a journalism major and having
worked for the News myself, I have
never fully understood toe antagonistic attitude the paper takes towards
the greek system. It is a pity the News
so often ignores the many philanthropic and charity events greeks
sponsor while so readily giving headlines and lead editorials to the flaws of
the system.
Mayoe someday the News will-fully.
appreciate the role greeksplay on this
campus and give them the respect
they have earned and at least the
objectivity quality publications strive
for.
Kevin Prondorgttt

The attitude which Michael Eberly
presents in his letter in yesterday's
BG News is part of the cause of the
atrocities about which he writes. If we
all adopted this viewpoint " 'what
shall happen, will happen' and there's
nothing you or I can do to right the
situation," of course the horrors of
starvation, nuclear madness, nerve
agents... will continue. If none of us
steps forward to initiate action (as the
Student Crying for Peace did) toward
the cessation of these events, they will
never end; no one will demand that
they do. The hopelessness of action
which Eberly professes is an obstacle
which this campus and the whole
world must work to overcome or else
we shan't make it to the year 2000 as
be hopes. Please think about this.
Kristin W.ldnor
2S4Prout

la indent Rome the Forum was
a meeting place for the discussion
of politics and Issues of the day.
The general store In email towns
across the United Stales took on
that atmoephere years ago and
still has It In some hcalee. A
forum for the discussion of Issues
and opinions, therefore, hat been
matt through different mediums.
Thm Letters column of the New*
la your forum for discussing Issue* Important to you, the University and the community. Lively
debates have been waged harm,
ranging from bitter wordplay over
sexual harraasrdent to sarcastic
repartee about mating habits In
McDonald dining hall.
We tuvttm you to write letters to
taw News addressing whatever
concerns you. Wa want to print
your point of view. Letters should
be typewritten, or at learnt legibly
printed, triple-spaced and signed.
Try to limit your letter to 200
words because of apace. Because
all letters must be verified, please

Clear Views

Editor
BGNews
m University Hall.

by T. Downing and T. Cleary
[yriLL SQUASH,
|70 Be* TBTAU-Y
HoneST:..

r**ix,vMA-r
DO you
THINK? >

Include your address and phone
number where you can be reached
during regular business hours.
We would also Ilka to print
guest columns dealing with Issues
we may not have given full vent to.
71M leauea may deal with campus
issues and can be national or
International In scope, but should
be made relative to thia University
community. Gurnet columne
should not exceed 500 words, and
must be typewritten. Please Include your hometown, claee
standing (freshman, sophomore,
graduate student, etc.) and major.
The New* dome reserve the right
to reject letters or portions of
letters we believe to be In bad
taste, mallcloua or llbelous. All
submissions are subject to condensation though this la rarely
done.
Pleaae mend your opinions to:

i JUST DON'T THINK
THS -FXASHDArJCE"
LOOK is you.

campus/local
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F-16 Fighting Falcon aircraft
displayed near Tech Building
by Jonet Pavasko
reporter
The F-16 Fighting Falcon, a compact aircraft of the type used by the
Thunderbirds as the official aerial
demonstration plane, is on display at
the University at parking lot 5 near
the University Technology Building.
"Originally we wanted the plane to
be displayed in front of the Union,"
Captain Thomas Inskeep said. "The
location was ideal, but the plane was
too big for the oval."
According to Inskeep, the Air Force
Orientation Group at Gentile Air
Force Station takes planes out for
public display. Usually planes are
displayed in high exposure areas such
as shopping malls and state fairs.
"This display started in July, and
Bowling Green is the first university
to hostthe F-16," he said."We had to

put in our reauest last March, and had
to be pretty flexible as far as scheduling went.''
About five months were spent preparing an actual operational aircraft
for display.
"BASICALLY the Air Force had to
disbomb the craft and take out the
engine," he said. "The wings were
clipped for transportational purposes,
and the craft was painted.
"The F-16 is one of the smallest
aircraft fighters ever built; it is multipurpose, and its top speed is more
than twice the speed of sound," he
said. "The F-16 costs less to build and
uses less fuel than most U.S. aircraft
fighters."
The craft is a multinational airplane. Belgium, Denmark, the Netherlands and Norway are all coproducing the plane, and several

countries have ordered the F-16 for
their air forces.
Inskeep added the aircraft first saw
active duty in 1976 and could be used
as a localized short range fighter in a
"The Thunderbirds, which performed in Cleveland this put weekend, also use the F-16," Inskeep said.
In the past, the T-M was used, hesatd,
but a January 1962 crash which killed
hah* the squad caused a switch in
aircrafts.
According to Inskeep besides providing public relations, the F-16 display can help aid in recruiting.
"Right now we have about 180 students in the Air Force ROTC,"
Inskeep said "Hopefully by having
the aircraft on campus, we will get
people excited about flying. But we
don't expect to have 15 people banging
down our doors tomorrow."

dateline
photo/Pobbie First

Fighting Falcon

It took United States Air Force personnel five hours Wednesday to assemble the F-16 Fighting Falcon now
on dlspaly in parking lot 5 which is next to the Technology Building on the University campus. The F-16 will be
on display September 8th and 9th.

SLS reaching $30,000 goal
by Janet Boyer
start reporter
After a long struggle the Student
Legal Service is about to reach its
needed goal of $30,000 to make the
program operational at the Univeri of Wednesday, Aug. 31, the Student Legal Service had raised $29,100,
Leigh HolUngsworth, summer chair-

■ La

man of the SLS Board, said. However
because of expense*, the program will
lose some of that amount
"When everything is finally finished we should hare about a $25,000
base to work with," HoUingaworth
said
According to HoUlngsworth, SLS
will go into affect spring semester.
That way, the paperwork can be completed and the remaining amount of

lm\J I

money can be collected when spring
semester bills are oaid she said.
Another goal is getting the lawyer
hired
"We can't afford to pay ton dollar
for a lawyer," Hollingsworth said
The salary will be between $15,000 and
$20,000 per year, she added
It is the perfect opportunity for a
person right out of law school, she
said.

Uv

tration for fall semester classes and
Friday Sept. 9,1983
instruction will be tomorrow
Graduation - The final day to apply Svate
m 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. in the Kobacker
for December graduation is today. lobby
of the Moore Musical Arts CenSign-up in your college office by 5 ter. For
information call 372-0177.
pjn.
Mudtug- Greek and independent
teams wul compete in the tug of war
UAO- The last day for UAO mini- in the mud at noon in College Park.
course registration is today by 5 p.m.
Recital - An all-Bach recital will be
Sign-up in the UAO office on the third performed tomorrow through Monfloor of the Union.
day by organist Vernon Wolcott in the
"Oklaboma"- The 1943 Rodgers and Organ Studio of the Moore Musical
Hamrnerstein musical will be pre- Arts Center. Performances will be at
sented at 8 p.m. today and tomorrow 8 p.m. Admission is free and open to
in Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical Arts the public.
Center. Admission for University stu- Sunday Sept. 11,1983
dents is $1
Exceptional Children - The Student
Saturday, Sept. 10,1983
Council for Exceptional Children will
The Creative Arts Program - Regis- bold an organizational meeting Sun-

day at 7:30 p.m. in the Capitol Room
of the University Union. It is open to
all students. For more information
contact Lynn Ashbaugh at 352-1312.
Rec Ceater The Student Program
Board will bold an organizational
meeting in the L.I J?X. Room of the
Student Recreation Center at 8 p.m.
Sunday. All students are encouraged
to attend.

Monday Sept. 12.1983
Women for Women - An organizational meeting will be held in the
Capitol Room, third floor of the University Union, at 7:30 p.m. For information contact Frances Perry at 3722261.

live entertainment, food, beverage and lots of fun for all!

m

COMING THIS
MONDAY NIGHT
September 12

PAGLIAI'S
PIZZA

WFAL and Renee's Present A

IS WORKING FOR
THE WEEKEND!

WELCOME
BACK PARTY!

EAST
440 East Court

Bus service to Renee's leaving the Student Union
Oval at 8:30, 9:30 and 10:30 p.m. Return trips a
number of times throughout the evening... Also
Remember there are plenty of 'ROCK' specials all
night long once at Renee's! See you there!

SOUTH
945 South Main

352-1596
SAIUfiDAX

FRIDAY

BURRITOS

SMORGASBORD

ALL THE PIZZA AND
SALAD YOU CARE

(VEGETARIAN & BEEF)

ALL THE PIZZA AND
SALAD YOU CARE TO EAT

TO EAT

TACOS
3 FOR $1.50

SMORGASBORD

MWBM
WELCOME BACK
BGSU

Your BG ID will get you in FREE!
1532 S. Byrne, Toledo, Ohio 43614 382-1876

2S1BDAX

$3.00
11:AM-4:PM

$2.99

$3.50
1V.AM- 10.PM

U:AM-9:PM

MONDAY: TWO FOR ONE PIZZA 5-7 PM
(BUY MEDIUM OR LARGE, GET NEXT SMALLER SIZE FREEI)
NO DEUVERY...PICK UP AND DINE-IN ONLY.
NO OTHER COUPONS ACCEPTED.
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Civil rights leaders watched for three years?
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP)
- Columbus undercover police kept the National A»ociation for the
Advancement of Colored
People, Urban League and
other dviWahtTleaders
under surveillance for at
least three years in the late
1960B and early 1970s,
according to papers filed in
The allegations are part
of a 107-page brief filed in

L

U.S. District Court by attorneys supporting a discrimination lawsuit
against the city brought in
1978 by 16 black police officers. The case Is pending
before Judge Robert Duncan.
When informed of the
brief Wednesday, Frank
Lomax, president of the
Columbus Urban League,
said, "I'm absolutely appalled. I cannot think of
any reason police would

want to bug this organization.
"We're a civil-rights, human-services organization," he said. T'We've
been a part of the United
Way for years."
Police Chief Dright Joseph said be has no knowledge of any such
surveillance or electronic
eavesdropping.
Joseph said the police
division's organized-crime
bureau currently doesn't

conduct any surveillance
of the National Association
for the Advancement of
Colored People or the Urban League and doean t
use electronic bugging.
HE VOWED to launch an
investigation if be discovered any Columbus undercover officers involved in
such activity.
The plaintiffs' brief
charges mat police surveillance "included monitor-

ing of NAACP and Urban
League meetings and the
undisclosed recording of
meetings of such groups."
The brief also alleges
that the Columbus Division
of Police is run by a "virtually all-white, good-oldboy network" that has repeatedly discriminated
against blacks.
The 1,200-member department's racial policies
have discriminated
against black officers in

everything from job assignments and promotions
to assigning days off, says
the brief, which also contends:
• Black officers are generally kept from becoming
detectives because they
aren't recommended for
such jobs by white patrol
• Blacks aren't informed
of job assignment openings
within the division because
vacancies aren't made

public. Vacancies are announced through a "wordof-mouth guesswork system."

precincts... within predominantly black neighborhoods."
• Former city physicians
rejected black applicants
for the police division on
technicalities in a conscious effort to keep blacks
off the force.
• Black officers who are
listed as plaintiffs in the
discrimination suit have
been threatened with discipline by police supervisors.

• "Discipline is not administered evenhandedly." During the past 10
years, 52 police officers
have been tired from the
force, 27 of them blacks.
• Black officers "overwhelmingly have been ass 1 g n e d t o

I Soviet eye treatment postponed

CLASSIFIEDS!

The children, and others
whose families said they
A Texas woman whose two were afraid treatment in
almost-blind daughters the Soviet Union would
need eye treatment devel- have to be put off, suffer
oped by a Soviet scientist from the degenerative eye
disease reunitis pigmenEsne "wouldn't risk"
to Moscow during tosa.
Marlene Syc of Lewisins over the downing
of a Korean airliner, but an ville, Texas, said WednesOhio boy prepared for the day she was told that plans
trip "with the blessing of to follow up her daughters'
1982 enzyme treatments
the White House."

by Associated Press

ALL YOU CAN EAT
PISANELLO'S PIZZA
PAQLIAI'S SPAGHETTI
Just $3.50 per person (12 and under FREE)
September 9 from S to 8 p.m.
Junior Fair Building — Wood County Fairgrounds
This ii NOT a fund raitarl!
This IS a community event promising lun and good food.
Paid to* b, S C ftapvDlKaw. MichMl Star 327 w U.rry **•. ■ c . OH. Chairman

Grand Opening

8

NOW OPEN SUNDAY

II A.M. - 2 A.M.
HAPPY HOURS
4-6 P.M. & 10-11 P.M.

20 lb Whiir
ill (.up i ■ is

COPIES

this year would be postponed, as Soviet authorities refused to issue visas
to Ginger, 10, and Sherry,
7.
"Even if we got permission, I wouldn't go. I lust
don't trust them," Mrs.
Syc said. "I wouldn't want
to risk getting over there
and then being held prisoner, like happened in
Iran."
She said even if President Reagan ordered
tougher sanctions in connection with the shooting
down of the Koreen Air
Lines Jumbo let with 269
aboard. "Getting this thing
cleared up is more important than the girls right
now."
Meanwhile, in Ohio. C.

Donald Curry, chairman of
a group formed to send
Michael Walker of Newark
to Moscow, said the trip
would go as planned, with
the boy and his stepfather,
Ivan Sickles, leaving for
Moscow on Friday.
Curry said he spoke
Tuesday with an aide to
President Reagan. "We
have the blessing of the
White House for the trip,"
he said.
Michael is to be treated
with Encad, a drug banned
in the United States. More
than $14,000 has been
raised to finance the first
trip and subsequent trips if
necessary, Curry said.
In Dalton, Ga., Kyle Cantrell. whose 1 J-year-old son
Todd went to Moscow

twice for treatments, said
his family became concerned when Canada on
Monday banned landing
and refueling rights for
Aeroflot, the Soviet airline,
for 60 days. Pilots in several nations agreed Wednesday to boycott flights to
Moscow.

Mrs. Syc said the treatment the girls first received in November 1962
appeared to have done
some good and seemed to
arrest retinitis pigmentosa
but not cure it. The Cantrells say Todd's vision
stopped deteriorating after
the treatments.

Todd visited Moscow's
Helmholtz Institute of Ophthalmology in 1961 and
went back for more treatments in January.

While the Sycs were denied entrance, for now, to
the Soviet Union, an Oklahoma woman and her 11year-old son, who suffers
from the same disease,
had better luck. Nancy
Wyatt and her son, Darren
Carroll, of Lawton, Okla.,
left Monday for the Moscow clinic, where Darren
will undergo three weeks
of the eye treatments.

American specialists
have said there is no proof
that the Soviet treatments,
which involve injections of
ribonucleic acid - a protein
found in living cells - can
prevent loss of eyesight.

ALL YOU CAN EAT
SPAGHETTI, CHICKEN,
MEIN, RICE

kinko's copies
325 E. Wooster St.

SALAD BAR

(Across trom
Tdco Bell)

$2.99

354-3977

1450 E. WOOSTER STREET

OPEN 7 DAYS

School of HPER

*

WHITE
t
WATER
RAFTING
CLASS
SEPTEMBER
17th & 18th
and

SIGMA PHI EPSIL0N

Contact Mr. Conibear
Phone: 372-2876
200 Memorial Hall
Deadline
September 12th

INVITE ALL BGSU STUDENTS
to the

20th ANNUAL MUD TUG
YOU MUST BE 19 YEARS OF AGE WITH PICTURE I.D.
TO PURCHASE YOUR STROH'S BEER . . .
HOWEVER ALL STUDENTS ARE WELCOME.
SATURDAY SEPTEMBER 10th
12:00 NOON
COLLEGE PARK

Body-building

Student Price

perms

*30

w,th cut

CALL RON OR MINDY 352-2107

COHAN'S
Stadium Plaza, 1616 E. Wooster. B.G.

1740 E. Wooster St. B.G.
At The 1-75 Exit
Phone 352-2587

jO*'

FRIDAY: PATIO MADNESS
2:00-5:00 p.m.
DRINK SPECIALS

SUNDAY & MONDAY: N.F.L. ACTION
DRINK SPECIALS
• Mexican & American Menu Items
• Live Entertainment (Wed-Sat)
• Outdoor Patio Bar

Open Seven Days
(11:00 a.m. Mon-Sat)
(12:00 Noon Sunday)
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Lawson 's dairy

Wendy's makes war again;
ads claim fastest burgers
DUBLIN, Ohio (AP) Unveiling a new series of
television commercials,
Wendy's will tout its speed
in filling special sandwich
orders as the heated "burger war" continues among
major hamburger chains.
Wendy's, a Dublin-based
fast-food company, said
yesterday its newest commercials will be aired beginning Sept. 19 on network
television Inprime time.
William Welter, senior
vice president for marketing, said "independent research" revealed when it
comes to special orders,
Wendy's serves its customers twice as fast as Burger
King and five times as fast
as McDonald's.
The survey was conducted in six markets nationwide by U.S. Testing
Co. Inc. of Wheeling, m.,
Wendy's spokesman
Denny Lynch, said.
Welter said the survey
supports Wendy's newest

television claim that the
competitors "victimize"
their customers "
them to "step aside"
wait for special orders.
"Unlike Burger King,
which used research that
many people found questionable, this campaign is
based on real life experience," Welter said.
ONE WENDY'S commercial depicts a competitor's customer with a
special order holding a
number - 81 - and being
asked to "step aside" into
a waiting area.
As "Number 81" waits
there, a sign on the wall
reveals customer number
four being served.
In its new advertising
campaign beginning Monday, Burger King will focus on "the millions who
have switched to Burger
King in the last year... according to independent surveys, Kyle Craig,

executive vice president of
marketing for the Miami
corporation, said.
He questioned whether
Wendy's survey was "real
research."
"All of our research
shows that our speed of
service is comparable (to
Wendy's) or beats it,"
Craig said.
McDonald's "will have
no reaction" to Wendy's
claim, Steve Leroy, manager of media relations for
the industry giant, based in
Hinsdale, til., said.
"Our sales are up, our
traffic is up, our earnings
are up; that says it all,"
Leroy said.
The burger war began
last year when Burger
King advertised its customers preferred its hamburgers to those of
Wendy's and McDonald's.
Both companies brought
suits against Burger King,
which then agreed to modify its commercials.

Senator wants tighter
property tax law
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP)
- The chairman of the Ohio
Senate Ways and Means
Committee doesn't believe
a church-owned gasoline
station or a university's
pizza shop should be
exempt from property
taxes.
So Sen. Marcus Roberto
intends to push legislation
to tighten the state's property tax exemption law.
Roberto, D-Ravenna,
•has introduced legislation
that would delete from the
exemption statute a section that states property
can be tax-exempt if it is
"in furtherance of or incidental to" a charitable,
educational or public-pur-

properties should be taxexempt that legislators
never intended should be
tax-exempt, Roberto said.
Under that section, Ohio
State University claimed
an exemption for a pizza
shop near campus. A fundamentalist church
claimed a tax exemption
on a gasoline station and a
university claimed an
exemption for rental hous-

Also under that section,
Chemical Abstracts Service got an exemption for a
60-acre lot near its building
in Columbus.
AT THE URGING of
Franklin County Treasurer Dana Rinenart, Republican senators earlier
; language was this year introduced seveadded to state law in 1969, ral tax-change measures,
the Ohio Supreme Court including one to eliminate
has ruled a number of the section.

However, because Democrats control both bouses
of the General Assembly, it
will be Roberto's bill that
is considered. And Roberto
says he intends to push
hard for its passage.
"We've had adverse
court cases that have so
liberalized that section it
seems to have gotten pretty far afield from its original intent," Roberto said.
"We're going to review
exemptions statewide and
draw a tighter rule."
Roberto said it is his
belief that "any kind of
income-producing property ought not be excluded
from the tax rolls."

Image changing
CUYAHOGA FALLS, the stores became ever
Ohio (AP) - The Lawson increasing targets for
Milk Co. has turned back to holdup men.
the dairy image that made
its reputation in attempt- "THEY TRIED to become
ing to get back to profitabi- a convenience store, but
lity, and its new president they should not have lost
sees it as winning the bat- their dairy image in the
process," be said.
tle.
After establishing a new
As recently as a year
ago, the convenience store management team, Alger
firm was in such sorry began making changes.
shape that its three top First, he lowered the price
executives left and the par- of milk and spent more
ent company. Consolidated money on advertising to
Foods Corp., had it up for promote the dairy image.
sale.
Within the past year, daBut now, Lawson is off iry sales have increased
the auction block and back from 10 percent of the comin the good graces of Con- pany's business to 20 persolidated, with its operat- cent, Alger said.
Lawson operates stores
ing budget increased by
$6.5 million, and employ- in all parts of Ohio, as well
as western Pennsylvania,
ment up by 700.
"This is now a very vi- southeastern Michigan and
able chain," President southwestern New York.
Frank Alger, said. "I ex- The chain was started in
pect the company to return Akron 46 years ago by
to full profitability within James Lawson, who used
new refrigeration methods
three to four years."
Alger, a new England to keep milk, and he let
native with about 25 years customers come to his
of experience in conve- store rather than depend
nience store businesses, on a milkman for delivery.
was hired in July 1982 and Lawson featured low
began planning the compa- Brices and he gained attenon as a champion of the
ny's revival.
"There was so much to consumer and the man
do." he said. "Morale was who made milk more readunbelievable - it could not ily available to poor famihave been any lower."
lies. In 1960, he was selling
Alger determined the milk at 53 cents a gallon,
company had lost direction while competitors charged
as it expanded its line of 71 cents.
products.
The" company's worst
IN 1858, when he was 70, crisis came in 1981, when
Lawson sold his business to
Consolidated Foods for $10
million in cash.
In recent years, as the
economy in the region declined, so did sales at Lawsons stores. What's worse,

I

Association for
Childhood Education

• Glassware
• Jewelry
• Wood Products • Teapots
• Cups & Saucers
• Pottery
109 N. Main

352-7197

LOCKER ROOM SPORTING GOODS
J NEW LOCATION J

MYLES' Food Lovers Pizza has fresh
ground Italian sausage, fresh beef,
pepperoni, mushrooms, black olives,
imported ham, fresh green peppers, fresh
onions and mounds of extra cheese....
that would even make a mouse smile!
Fresh Italian sausage and fresh
beef were omlted In Thursday's BG NEWS AD.

•

352-7197
•Everything For Your
Sporting Needs!
• Special Orders Welcome!
• Engraving Done on Premises!
"Wm're Good Sports"

>»■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■»■■■■■■■■■>■»
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See You at the New Student
Reception at the Alumni Room in
the Union on Sept. 11 at 6:30 pm
Elementary Education Student
Advisory Board
H
n
H
H
w

w

AUDITIONS
SINGERS & DANCERS
(ACTORS)
TALKIN' BOUT IOVF*
A New Musical Revue by JOHN SCOTT
(University Playwright-in-Residence)

SEPTEMBER 12,13, 14
7:00 • 9:00 p.m.
402 University HaU

See your Jostens' repn'sentauve for a complete selection of rings
and details of Jostens' Creative financing Plans.
DATE:

709 V. Main

•

Who Cares? We Care!

w

"FOR THE PERFECT GIFT"

FREE DELIVERY

WELCOME
FRESHMEN
EL-ED MAJORS

Buy a plant... Brighten your aay!

VATAN'S IMPORTS &GIFTS

Asked whether the new
sanctions were aimed at
punishing the Soviets,
Speakes said "the point is
to bring about a change in
their behavior."
Reagan has announced
limited sanctions on cultural exchanges and transportation agreements.

as
■»•■

Sept. 14, 15, 16
9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Promenade Lounge,
2nd floor Union

516 E.Wooster
352-1504

the moves would not limit
the sale of equipment for a
Soviet natural gas pipeline, a key area of Western
economic contact with the
Soviets.

Writing and Photography
Positions Now Available
106 University Hall

Open House/Organizational
Meeting
September 12 - 7:00
•
070 Overman Hall
Speaker will be Joyce Myles

WASHINGTON (AP) President Reagan has decided to impose further
steps against the Soviet
Union in response to its
attack on a Korean airliner, his chief spokesman
said yesterday.
"I would expect that
those would come very
soon," spokesman Larry
Speakessaid.
He said they would not
deal with an embargo on
grain sales to the Soviet
Union or a delay in arms
negotiations, and indicated

Get Involved and Gain
Valuable Experience
Working At .. .
:vC2_newt,....

Majors

iississsMSBMBsWewieween

Sharon Lee Sigel, an 18year-old college student,
was strangled while working at one of its stores in
Kent. The death sparked
protests from workers who
said the company was unconcerned with safety.
Within a year of that
incident, president Sam
Thompson, senior vice
president Sam Hancock
and vice president Neil
Gray had left the company.
But now the company
has placed greater effort
on crime prevention and
spent $1 million to improve
the light of store parking
lots. It was honored in
March by the Ohio Crime
Prevention Association for
its efforts to reduce crime.

Help Make A Difference

Early Education and Elementary
Education

Reagan imposes
further steps

ROLES FOR MEN AND WOMEN (White. Black, Hispanic
Asian, Foreign Students, etc.)
EVERYONE WELCOME
(FRESHMAN WELCOME)

COME PREPARED TO SING and/or DANCE!

T1MF* 10:00-4:00
n u> Unhrorsity Bookstore
Jostens' college rings offered daily at your bookstore

*

•Co-»ponjored by University Theatre and
The Ethnic Cultural Art* Program (ECAP)
Scripts available 322 South Hall ( Theatre Office)

Monday t Tuesday, Sapt. 12*13.

372-2222

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
Student SanriCM Building

HOUTK

Monday-Friday, 8:00-5:00
Saturday, 9:00-5:00
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Then get in on (he ground fkx>r in our umlei^raduale office
commissioning program. You could start planning on a career like the
men in this ad have. And also have some great advantages like:
■ Earning $100 a month during the school year
■ As a freshman or sophomore, you could complete your basic
training during two six-week summer
sessions and earn more than $1100
during each session
■ Juniors earn more than $1900 during one ten-week summer session

■ You can take free civilian flying lessons
■ You're commissioned upon graduation
If you're looking to move up quicldy, look into the Marine Corps
undergraduate officer commissioning program. You could start off
making more than $17,000 a year

Want to move
up quickly?

Maybe you can be one ofo&

,....■

See your Officer Selection Officer, Capt. Fedyna or Capt. Rothman
on campus, Sept. 13 & 14 or call 313-961-0892 collect.

N-303S(W»nttoMove-H)
(11Vtx18)
This advertisement appears in
CASS Newspapers (9th MCO)

(132261)

('
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Falcons open in Fresno against Bulldogs
by Marc Del ph
assistant sports editor

photo/Joe Guida
Bowling Green football coach Denny Slolz takes time out from practice to
mentally prepare his charges for tomorrow night's season-opener in Fresno,
Calif., against Fresno State.

Stob will have a lot to look at and
few questions to answer in the
elapsed from the moment of
kickoff (in Fresno State's 30.000 seat
capacity Bulldog Stadium, home of
the Cal Bowl) and the sound of the
final gun.
His main concern lies in the receiving: department where the loss of allMAC choices split end Shawn Potts
and flanker Greg Taylor left a large
void in the offense.
"Of oar top five receivers, we have
two sophomores and three freshmen
and that's scary," Stolz said.
IT SHOULD be down right terrifying, if Stoh wants to win mis opener,
since the only way to beat these passhappy Bulldogs is through the air.
Sophomores Stan Hunter at split
end and Greg Meehan at flanker have
been given the nod for tomorrow's
showdown.

CM

Call it a rematch of Californi* Bowl
II if you wish. Call it a Ions-awaited
revenge game for the Bowling Green
Falcons. But, if you're Denny Stolz the only name this game gets is the
season opener - just like any other
debut game.
When BG and Fresno State take the
field tomorrow night (10:30 p.m. BG
time), two different versions of last
year's conference title winners will be
on the turf.
THE FALCONS won the MidAmerican Conference crown, while
the Bulldogs eased their way through
the Pacific Coast Athletic Association
schedule. The result was California
Bowl II, and the final score was FSU
»;BG28.
So, a little bad taste may remain in
the mouths of those involved last
December, but according to Stolz, this
game is a guinea pig for the next ten
games that lie ahead in 1983.
"There may be a touch of revenge
involved," Stolz said. "But last year
(the Cal Bowl) was a reward for both
teams winning their conferences.
He'll (FSU coach Jim Sweeney) be
looking at his team, and I'll be looking
at mine."

Stolz can rest assured of the moat
integral part of his passing game.
He'll justtet his all-conference sophomore quarterback Brian McClure
loose on the FSU secondary.
FSU head man Sweeney knows all
to well about McClure as he completed 22 of 32 passes for 246 yards and
three touchdowns against the Bulldogs last year.

"Well have trouble rushing the
passer," Sweeneyr said about the 6foot-« McClure. 'It's hard to apply
pressure to a guy as big as be is.
BG's Dave Miller, Mark Dowdell,
and Jerry Bayless will share the tight
end duties.
EVEN THOUGH BG lost both of its
starters in the offensive backfield, the
Falcons return nothing but increased
speed this season. Sophomore tailbacks Andre Jackson and Darryl
Story will have a hard time duplicating the feats of the departed Chip
Often and Bryant Jones, who combined for over 1,200 yards last year,
but Stob: said be likes what he has
seen thus far.
"Jackson, who will start, and Story
are similar to Jones and Often," be
said. "But they're both faster. Story is
the fastest kid on the team and he's
had an exceptional ore-season."
Senior fullback Lamont Wagner
will start in the backfield with Jackson.
The Falcon defense, with 14 regulars returning, can count on the usual
PCAA air-dominated attack, but
whether the secondary is prepared, is
yet to be seen.
All-MAC safety Martin Bayless and
veterans Lee Williams and Melvin
Marshall, along with transfer Sidney

Brisbane will man the defensive backfield.

Linebacker and all-conference selection Mark Emans will lead the rest
of the defensive unit.
THE BULLDOGS will be led by
freshman quarterback Kevin Sweeney. If the name rings a bell, it should,
since Sweeney is the coaches son.
Besides being close friends with dear
ol'dad, young Seeney won his starting
job after he was selected as Northern
California Offensive Player of the
Year as a senior in high school.
If inexperience plagues quarterback Sweeney, than the immense
talent of split end Stephon Paige will
make up for it. Paige caught 15 peases
for 246 yards and two TLTs in his last
meeting with BG.
Sweeney would rather not rely soley on his son to have a good day, so be
improved his running game with talented tailback Eric Redwood and
fullback Ken Williams.
"I look at this game and feel weare
going into this season with better
experience than last year," Sweeney
said. "I believe we can strike shatter
balance on offense this year with the
running backs and along with our
passing attack. Last year our backs
were very inexperienced."

Falcon women linksters
at Ulini State Invitational BG kickers take road show up north
by Ted Passante
sports reporter

Bowling Green's women's golf
team headed to Normal, 111. yesterday to begin their six tournament fall
schedule at the Illinois Invitational.
However, BG head coach A.J. Bonar still is not sure what to expect
from his team.
"The reason is that we have seven
golfers making the trip and three of
them are freshman,'' Bonar said.
"Three of the girls have never faced
collegiate competition so you never
know what to expect." Bonar added
that he does expect the freshman
. to contribute significantly by
i end of the season."
THE TEAM has been playing well
in practice according to Bonar. "Our
scores yesterday (in the team qualifier) were between 78 and 83, in
addition to our even lower scores
early in the week," Bonar said.
"It all boils down to how well everyone is affected by the tournament
pressure. We must be aggressive and
not wait for mistakes to happen. We
have nothing to lose and everything to
gain this weekend."
The seven players making the trip
are senior captain Jean Kempf, junior
Susanne Ohlsson, sophomores Claire
Batista and Terri Gruner, and freshmen Sandy Ensminger, Allison Andrews and Jenny Hjalmquist.

I NOW SHOWING 3-DAYS
ONLY SUN. CARLOAD
U.00

Smokey's Back!

'SMOKEY
and the
BANDIT
PART
3
JACKIE

GLEASON
FPAUL
WILLIAMS
•■JERRY
REED

■»•■

INEXPENSIVE
MODEL PORTFOLIOS

$5-$10
$10-$20

SB

8x10
11x14

FOR MORE NFORMATON
CALL

AT

|Q3NAN.TrHI 10:00
BAJIPAJUAN

by Steve Qulnn
sports reporter

JR|

of their games, than first
place will be decided by
the total number of goals
scored in the tournament.
THE FALCON kickers
are coming off a strong
offensive tournament in
Akron. Seniors Neil Ridgway and Bill Roberts were
the team's top scorers.
Ridgway, an all-tournament selection, had three
goals and two assists while
Roberts had three goals
and one assist. All of Roberts' points came in the
second game against
St. Bonaventure.
There will be one change
in the starting lineup from
the season opener against
West Virginia. Junior Joe
Barros will be in the back-

For the second consecutive weekend, Bowling
Green's soccer team will
be on the road.
Last weekend, the Falcons were in the Rubber
City for the Akron Children's Classic, coming
away with a second place
finish. But today, BG will
be going out of state to
Green Bay Wis. to compete
in the Great Lakes Classic.
Other teams competing
will be Wisconsin, Wisconsin-Green Bay, and UCLA.
Because it is a "set" tournament, BG will play only
the two Wisconsin teams.
If UCLA and BG win both

MASH
MIAMI

.OPENS
8:00

OWAAZENEGGEA

THE HOTTEST member of the
Lady Falcons is Claire Batista, who
had a spectacular freshman year (she
set the season scoring record with an
average of 81.5), is continuing her
solid play in practice this fall. "She
shot three 74's last week in practice,"
Bonar said.
As far as goals, Bonar said he
wants the team to improve as the
season goes on. "We're in a good
position to surprise a few teams this
weekend, even though there are many
tough teams in this tournament."
"We want to finish ahead of as
many Big Ten teams as we can. But to
do that we must play better as a team
- which we have not yet done in
practice."
The tough 16-team field Bonar
faces, includes most of the Big Ten
schools, along with Western Kentucky
and Kentucky.
"If we finish high this week it will
be great for the team's confidence.
The main thing is for the freshman to
get the experience of tournament
golf," Bonar said.
FALCON NOTES: The tournament
starts today with 36 holes and ends
tomorrow with 18 holes. . .The team
is trying to better last year's record of
one win at the Wolverine Invitational. . .Batista concluded a good summer of golf, gaining medalist honors
with a one-over-par 76 in a Cleveland
tournament. . .

Free assembly and
fire proofing
• A.-Frame $110(2 beds)

• Platform $60 (1 bed)
LOFT INSPECTIONS
MONDAY SEPT. 12
CALL NOW DAY OR NIGHT
The Loft Construction Company
352-3836
coupon coupon coupon coupon oojoon coupon coupon coupon eo

i'Jtpi^^P 1
VartM* O

SAVE UP TO

$

2.00

•Does no* include
shampoo

no.

Angela McCoy
Paige Mills
Denise Mitchell
Linda Moore
Michelle Panich
Becky Pauly
Vicki Penley
Laurine Phittipsen
Lisa Shank
Janet Slaby
Patty Ternes
Patty Vanyo
Debbie Taggart
Theresa Zimmerman

Remember...

j

We bake our buns fresh daily!

WE LOVE YOU!

.

WOULD YOU LIKE TO
GET PHYSICAL?

If so. . . Nia Kuumba Dance Ensemble*
is JUST FOR YOU!

r
I

DOES YOUR GROUP NEED MONEY?
I
THE FALCON SPORTS FESTIVAL CAN HELP!!!
B.G.S.U. ATHLETIC DEPARTMENT
is sponsoring the

Coupon good
Fri. Sept. 9
thru Tues.
Sept. 13
With this ad

$10
VI—thoppm. Cantor
'LCHS*

Tina Amos
Jamean Butter
Denise Carroll
Ann Conliguglia
Annette Everson
Kimberly Fischer
Susan Guerriero
Ginny Huffman
Rachel King
Debra Sue Kirsch
Cheri Kramer
Patty Krause
Carol Lancaster
Julie Long

(COUPON GOOD H» DISCOUNTS ON Of TO
4 SANDWICHES SO' Off iACH)

FALCON SPORTS FESTIVAL

lllllllllllllllllilll

• now O*Y

EAT-IN
CARRY OUT f
ONLY

PRESENT TUB COUPON
FOR 50* Off
Any (Whole) Dexter's Sub

183 S. Main

•Cl/T
• CONOITIONEW

BG will continue its bid
for a first place finish on
Sunday agianst WisconsinGreen Bay. BG has lost its
only two meetings against
Green Bay.
"Green Bay is coming
off a 14-4 season and is a
very well-coached team,"
Palmisano said. "They are
in the same boat we are.
They have a strong offense, but their defense
gave up four goals in one
game.

The Sisters of
KAPPA DELTA
Proudly Announce
Their Fall 1983 Pledges:

LOFTS CUSTOM BUILT

EAT-IN
CARRY OUT
ONLY

weekend."
THE FALCONS will
open tomorrow's tournament against UW which
already has two victories
this season, one of those
wins coming at the hands
of nationally-ranked Cleveland State, H.
"Their program (Wisconsin's) has really come
around in the last two
years," Palmisano said.
'They have a real strong
midfield."

E.ptc: *-1MS I
on coupon coupon coupon coupon coupon coupon coupon

BREAKFAST
BUFFET
SUNDAY 9-2 V,
ALL YOU CAN EAT ///
ONLY $3.89

LAYER CUT

field instead of freshman
Nan Chul Shin. Barros
started the second game of
last weekend's tourney,
and according to BG head
coach Gary Palmisano,
"did a fine Job but it does
not mean that Shin will not
be playing in this weekend s tournament."
"Nan is a very skillful
player, Palmisano said.
'•He just has a little adjusting to do. He will definitely
see some playing time this

•SUZIE'

THE HAIR REPAIR

Wrt«w» Quolity Com— First"
Open 10am-6pm
Pa. JSMSSa. n-«
laeeeeeaeeeeaaeeeeaaaaeeeeaaeeeaeei

October 9 - 1:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.
For information call:
Jakki Evans at 372-6468
(Come out to our first
rehearsal Sunday - September 11th
in the Amani 5:00 - 8:00 p.m.)
No auditions required - Just Dedication!
•An ECAP sponsored organization

At B.G.S.U. Whittaker Track & Athletic Facilities
■ your sorority, frotomlty. club, group, toom. dorm, or daportmant
noodt monoy. wo can holp Tho FALCON STOUTS FESTIVAl >• on an joyablo
•Joy lo support *• I.G.S.U. AlMonc Program and ratto fund, for your
group at maaoma tfeno.

Per further Information call:

BOSU Athletic Dept. 372-2401

J
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BG men and women harriers host openers
by T*d tenant*
sports refjorter

The Bowling Green men's and
women's cross country teams host
their season opener tomorrow. The
men's team led by BG coach Mel
Brodt faces Western Michigan, Toledo and Ohio State in their meet,
while women's coach Sid Sink leads
his team against Akron and Toledo.
The men's squad which numbers 30
runners, tries to improve on last
years 3-4 meet record (it was only
Brodt's third losing season in 23 years
here) along with a fifth place finish in
the Mid-American Invitational.

thinks the nucleus of the team will
run. According to Sink it is going to be
prove stronger than last year.
depth that will carry them through
"Last year, Chris (Koehler) spread
this year until the injuries heal.
our group apart because no one would
"Three have graduated from the
try to run with him, so this year we
top seven last year and only one of the
will have a tighter front running
remaining four is able to run this
group. We should be able to surprise a
weekend. Sink said. "This has
few people this year."
helped the team become one of the
MEANWHILE, THE women's
most cohesive teams I've coached team and Sink are coming off their
because we all know we must work
third straiiht MAC Championship.
together this year.
However, the team will start the
season without two of their most espe- •
LEADING THE way for the Lady
Falcons will be senior captain Jenny
rienced runners.
Juniors Jo Ann Lanciauz and Rosa- Groves. Also being counted on are
lie Codta have been hampered by juniors Laura Ryder and Laura Murinjuries and are now just starting to phy who both ran very well last year.

LEADING THE way for the Falcons will be senior captain Tim Brennan, who was consistently among the
top finishers last year. Also being
counted on for leadership will be
senior Scot Creel and junior Dan
Gruneisen, who both have been running well in practice this spring.
"We hope to do well at this meet
because we (BG) lost to Western
Michigan last year 26-29 and WMU
lost some people to graduation,"
Brodt said.
BG on the other hand lost Chris
Koehler, who reached the NCAA's,
placing 45th in the competition.
Despite the loss of Koehler, Brodt

Sigma CMS congratulates Randy
Ceartien and Elaine KheUOOl lot
elyfy getting lavakered over Via eummer You aurpnaad ue a! Neat

PLACEMENT SCHEDULE
Septembers, 1SS3

CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS
A» orgenfutlons still planning to
partdpato in ma Hornecorrsng Pa
rade there is a requaed meeting Sept
9th. 5.30 pen si me Alumni Room ol
CHOICE (Gay Student Union)
nvtea you B attenfl our Mat r
ol the new school yea> on Sept 12 at
'30 at St Thomas Mora in.the
Reagloua Education Rm Put thai data
on your ratandai a |oin ua. The
Choice ia yours
ishr
1 El-Ed U*k>rs
Who Cares? We Care1 See you at the
New Student Recaption al the Alumn,
Room of the Union, on Sun, Sept
11th at 6 30pm The Elementary
Education Student Advlaory Board

LOST AND FOUND
REWARD-INFO REGARDING STOLEN FUJI ROY ALE 12 SP TAKEN
FROM 7TH AND ELM S'31 CALL

354-1 184
LOST: 8MO OLD BLACK MALE
CAT HAS'WHITE FLEA COLLAR
WITH SILVER REFLECTOR STRIP
ANSWERS TO THE NAME OF RAMOSE CALL 352-8179
Found: Room key on dog keyring
Caf 2-3359 lo dean

RIDES
NEED ROE TO ATHENS. OHIO
SUNDAY SEPT
11. 354-1973
WILL PAY FO'l GAS. JEFF.

SERVICES OFFERED
ST JOHNS MINI-CAMPUS SALE
PLANTS. FOOD. HOUSEHOLD
ITEMS SATURDAY. SEPT 10, 9-3
LOCATED H CHURCH YARD 1509
E WOOSIER COME AND BUY"
OUck a eMcient typing done, wl
accept short notice typing Can Mar
gleWeaitreub 874 1122
Typing. Daeertahons. thesis,
352 0835or372-2261

etc

THERESA PANTANELLA
Pianist tor all Occasions
352-4349
a) BffcEiiys pare** dlnnsfs

■CAT TUB ClOCK ON PITCHERS
Of SEER-STARTS AT SPM
EVERY HALF HOUR-OP THEY QC|
TH.L 10 PM
HAM ST.

IMPORT BEER WTE
H0PM
GREAT DEALS ON GREAT IEER
HAM ST

DELTS1 'TIS THE TEA SEASON
STARTING TOMOHT. SCOtHHMO
WITH OUR NEMHSORS—THE DELT
HOUSE. THE SITE. WE'LL DANCE
ANO LAUOH AND SHARE OUR FUN.
AND WE WON'T STOP "TS. THE
CLOCK STRIKES ONE! CAN'T
THMK OF A BETTER WAY TO
•RMO M THE NEW SCHOOL
YEARI YOUR AGO NEMHSORS
DON'T WALK.
RUSH!
tD the Sag Ep House
Sigma Phi EpoMon Rueh
Tuesday and Thursday 7:30-9:10

MUD-TUG MUD-TUG
Oat psyched for a day ol fun In the
mudl! We are bahJnd you al the
way Good luck' Love, the Golden
Hearts
NEW THIS FALL
HAPPY HOUR 4-9
DOWNTOWN

Goo Phoo Boos Looking forward to
a hot ame M Fridays cookoutll! The
Brothers of Lambda Chi Alpha
Happy Birthday To You
Happy Birthday To You
Happy Birthday. Dear Karl Priest
Happy 20th To Youi
We love you. Ann, Jen, a Gwen
Hey J.B. Well, you got yours before
me Maybe It'll be a Mile encouragement for Jeff. You're euch a
MAYNAROI Happlaeea always.
Loire III APT, Kasa
Hey you'a. PM Mu'a Gat ready lo
party down, rock end roi. alp sad, sve
times with the Sigma CM'a al night
long Van'
PARTY PARTY PARTY
PIKE BEER BLAST
SAT. SEPT. 10. 4-1 AM
STH ANO HIGH
CHEAP BEER FROM 4-5 PM

Pkee-Get reedy lo meet 34 fantastic.
super, wonderful new pledgee-lwe
can'I say enough about them') It's the
l»st lea ol the year-let's celebrate"
Love, the Chi Or

THERE'S NO BETTER WAY TO
START THE SEMESTER THAN WITH
THE SAE'S! WE CANT UNTIL TONK3HI! THE DEE ZEES

BEAT THE CLOCK ON PITCHERS
IF BEER—STARTS AT (PM EVER>
HALF HOUR. UP THEY 00
TILL 10:00 PM
MAM ST.

PARTY PARTY PARTY
PaXE BEER BLAST
SAT. SEPT. 10, 4-1 AM
STH AND HIGH
CHEAP BEER FROM 4-6 PM

HOUOAYMN'-'MTV
ALL DAY ALL NKJHT
ALL THE TIME!

82-83 Ashley 2 Highs Reunion al
Myte's tor Happy Hours! Sept. 9. 5
7 Erin

FOR SALE

1 bdrm turn apt el utl pd Ideet for
2 students $170/mo as included
color TV t Cable Ph 364-3182 or
352-7365 eves

197S Chevette. 4 dr., 4 sp , AM/FM
sasrso [iinm Oood oond Musi
sal SI.500 352-8883

Very lull iilsikaL Nat
BStPar la EXCELLENT! Call 154nsaaeHotasn.

iWDWlFNG CJTttN
fH.aw-WW
Corolinsj's o risiog executive. Jock just lost his job.
Jock's going to nov«> to stott from the bottom up.

DAYI3ARMAI0
4 8 Tuesday thru Friday
Cal 352-9737 after 4 pm
893 S Main. Bowing Green

LOCKER ROOM
SPORTING GOODS
•• NEW LOCATION* •
109 N Main

STOREWIDE SALE
20% - 70% OFF

fmn • <Msj. .«•»•* • fiH

Check ua for tow
eft. screening prices
N' Things 611 Ridge St.

^^

********* *******••**•*******:<

AT 7:30 & 9:15
SAT. MAT 2:00
SUN. MAT 2 & 3:45
4th BIG WEEK

to

• Jackets

• Shorts

• Shoes

• Baseball, Basketball

• Shirts

Hockey Equipment & more

credits)
MS 102 Happening
MS 102 Ride Marksmanship (2 credits)

MS

201 Survival

FOB MORE INFORMATION CALL John Cogky 372 24 76 OR STOP BY
ROOM 151 MEMORIAL HALL

»V»WHr*iHr*»riH»* ******************

can earn two credit hours toward graduation while learning how lo
scale the side of a mountain or find your way out of a deep forest. Army
ROTC offers the e*penence and the credit with no obligation. You can
-y-ode lor yourself if the program is ngnt lor you We think you'll be surprised to find out what Army ROTC has lo offer lo loday's college graduate who
ready wants to get ahead Wen leach you an there is to know about
managemem D'incipies and leadership development and that's more than
you can iea>n (rom any ie»tbook So if you need a couple credits for an efec
live or you d just like lo find out more about what makes Army ROTC cadets
so special come see what we ve got and give yourself some credit
YOU

CHECK US OUT
we've got
what you want
ARMY ROTC

ACROSS
1 Twill out ol
shape)

22

60 Luminous
radiation
62 Seed covering
Wigwam tenant
66 Feature of
ltd* (linear*)
'•M-A*8"H"
Jal
programs
Wsfght
70 Bemoaned
Varaatorm
71 North VHtnamese
StawafOss*
dry
72 Refuse to talk
Iflsh dramatist,
AboayThaalra
(with "up")
On* of ma
73 Theaaallan mount
74 Travel agent's
CttapHns
Hawaii matnanto
business

23
28
28
31

Ivy League school
Rrvarbank
Burro
Kind of sfor*:

5
10
14
15
16
17
20
21

75 Sacred

Mat*.
33 Part of ERA, In
basaball
37 Greek MMr
38 Araa In a oasaft
40 Zoltnovsl
41 Miliaufor17
Across
45 Baker's concern
46 Advisor to Reagan

47 WQermanapa
48
51
52
53
55
57

"
of Paulina"
Plant
Caustic
Junk
Dull
Gibbon

1
2
3
4
5

DOWN
Ladle* In uniform
Confederate
Baseball gam*
problem
Mlaa
Stubborn, otd

style
6 Sine
non
7 "Do
others..."
8 Thespian
8 Hot dog
10 Partner of board
11 Gem
12 Not any
13 Italian wine city

18 Meet
(face)
19 California wine
center
24 Petal
25
Downs
racecourse
27 British composer
28 Teller of fabtee
29 Allen or Martin
30 Ufa
32 Radial and snow

34 Orange
35 Adversary
36 Satnt-Saens'
"——Macabre"
39 Charger
42 Star In Pegasus
43 North Sea feeder
44 Composed
49 Bank's offer
50 Hunted
54 Doleful
56 Vacationer's
choice
57 Hairdo
58 Asset
59 Watches
61 Fire god
63 Town near Caen
64 River duck
65 Defenee group
67 Neighbor of Wyo.
68 Republican .
Initials
89 Repeat, In music

ALL SEATS
ANVTIME

CLA-ZEL
THEATRE

MAIN

!■>> u*-'

Each year one film opens
that you've never heard of ...
and that you'll never forget.

NIGHTMARES
At 7:30 & 9:15 fsi
SAT. MAT 2:00 ^
year's sleeper.
SU£ MAT 2:00 & 3:45

r»»»«i »*••*•*•*•***•*,

GIVE YOURSELF
SOME CREDIT
(while having fun)
Introduction to ROTC/Natlonal Defense (2

There's a time for playing it
safe and a time for...

AT 7:30 4 9:15
SAT. MAT 2:00
SUN. MAT 2:00 & 3:45 @

1

MS 101

3 bdrm. apt.
Close to campue
Applsncss. 1-878-7437

STAMViM CINEMA 1*2

•HaSKKtHSSSi^^

—N

Sign up now at BG Golf Club
PA YMENT DUE UPON SIGN-UP

2 t 1 bdrm.
Available Irnmi raetoty
Deposit, No Pete
352-4285, after 5:00 pm

Fender Rhodes stags piano 3626660.
1971 Uberty 70x12, $4,000 00
Csl Evan 1-478-3835. after 7 pm
cat 352-7345

2tG%7K<Lt« TtOgwen

$12.00/person
4 person scrair.'ui?

8 BOSU PAGEANT NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS FOR EX
ECUTIVE POSITIONS. FOR INFO
ANO INTERVIEW SIGN UP, STOP
BY 42$ STUDENT SERVICES, OR
CALL BaU AT 2-0298

FOR RENT

TOM CRUISE

Sept. 25
12:00 Noon at BG Golf Club

"BABY SITTING SERVICE AVAIL
ABLE" FOR "JA' HISS ME" DOO
LEY! (Anytime before 2 ami) Have a
■I weekend!

1983 Plymouth Turtsmo. AM/FM MSreo, $8,200 2-6349.

For Rant. 2 Bdrm House No pets
Dep /ua Available Snueulelefy Include stove-rat. Ph 888-8051.

RUSE

GOLF TOURNAMENT

ANYONE INTERESTED IN PLAYINC
FOR MEN'S CLUB SOCCER THERE
WIL BE PRACTICE FPJOAY SEPT
STH AND SEPT 10TH AT S:30PM|
AT THE eVTRAMURAL FIELDS NEXT
TO THE ICE ARENA

Infinity
1600 Speakers-Excalint
cond. $260 00 Firm. Csl Todd 3621130

HOWARD'S <*- *

CLASSES START WEEK OF SEPT. 12
PAYMENT UPON SIGN-UP
Take a swing at the
UAO

Sasrso system Geneaa speakers.
Reeaaac Sold Stale AM/FM Stereo
ReOever. Quanta 460 brnMbts.
Good condition St SO 00 Cet3622230

Part-erne setae poeWona available kl
Toledo ares for arudente majormg kl
Ratal Sams H tear—lad, contact
Co-op Pisco M 372-2451

tftp

American Marketing Association,
Memberarsp Drive Sept. 6 to Sept
U Sign up now si the BA Buading
ALL BUSINESS ANO IPCO MAJORS!
WELCOME

1971 Plymouth Vaaant Good oondF
aon 8350 00 Cal 352-2230

STUDENT ACTIVIST
THE OHJO PUBLIC MTEREST
Campaign la hiring tor Its community
outreach staff OPIC Is working to
hold down runaway energy costs
Hours approx. 2pm-10pm Mon-Fn
Flat t pert-hme aval Starting pay
S180rwk 241-9093 tor Interview.

CfjsaWr. ^samlMpJon fllis.llhreS«»|BN.llll)»^asSM

Alpha Gamm'a-gel psyched lor
II Ha Friday-the premier of an
osxsr greet season' The Delta

5:00.

2 government scsansSts need a hat
ame tve-ii babysitter Baby anting
from 8.00 am to 6.00 pm, evenings a
wssfcenos free Some eght house
keeping duties 2 chaOren. 6 yrs. S 2
yrs. os) Suburban Chicago PoefHon
avaBBbia lor one veer Cuaega exportence preferred. Cal cosset 312448-9038.

rMta*B*j. «reto*U. MlB.IIIMI»lVMM»C$t»B>tS

PARTY PARTY PARTY
PBEE BEER BLAST
SAT. SEPT. 10, 4—1 AM
STH ANO HIGH
CHEAP BEER FROM 44 PM

1979 Kawasaki 760 twin Faking.
luggage box, touring seel, helmets.
10.000 ml. $1.000. 362-2363 after

Babysitter
campus Approx 16hrs. per wk Cal
352-4342.
'

udWonmg female de

1 nets, to share one of n
acts m BG Inquire al
Acts .400 Napoleon Rd: Apt. 342. If
I'm not there teeve a number where
you can be reached

Sign up in UAO office or
Union Foyer for:

PERSONALS

Stereo spare (21. 12" woofsr. 3"
tweeter, plywood cabrnete. large S
abas to take abuee S60.00. Cal
352-2363 after 6:00.
.

STAqsUMftAZA

MINI-COURSE
REGISTRATION

KERRY WELCOME TO BG LITTLE
BROTHER! I'M PSYCHED FOR A
GREAT YEAR! BEST OF LUCK WITH
BASEBALL TRYOUTSi LOVE.
KELLY

Have a 9:30 dans? Ratable enter
needed on S. Main St. 7:18-846
am. weekdays for 1 Kenwood grade
schooler 3624304 or 364-1917
5-9 pm

HELP WANTED: TYPIST
Alleeal 50 worn
Competent at proofrearfeng
Experience Needed
Hours Fie xH*
Apply at rate's Copies ASAP
326 E. Wooster SI 354-3977

F. RMTE. NEEDED TO SHARE Wf 3
OTHER OtRLS. CAMPUS MANOR.
teeWSEMESTER. CALL NOW! 352-

Last Day For

JuHe Breen- Congratulations on
your engagement to Ken. We know
how lucky he Is. Good luck and
happiness afaraya. Love in AOT.
The Sisters ol Kappa Delta

ENTREPRENEUR WANTED: Want to
make money? Want to gat a groat
recorrvTiendation fel travel, banking,
bookkeepng. rraakatax). and adver
BBtig? Are you an entrepreneur per
son who wants to be a tour daector?
Oo you stick with a |ob untl you
succeed? We pay oornrrasalon plus
FREE TRIPS to aki and spring brook
wees Send us your reeume with your
addrees and telephone number. We
WB be In touch. Send snmedsstefy lo
Coastal Tours, Inc P O Box 68,
Oat Forest. K. 80452 (312) 535
3212

WANTED B4MED: 1 M RMTE TO
SHARE APT
2 BDRM .
2
BATHRMS , AC HEAT/WATER/OAS
WCLUD M RENT. TENANT PAYS
ELEC I PH S60O/SEMESTER. AVAL NOW 860 SIXTH ST. #10.
CONTACT RICH OR DAVE OR
CRAM.

YVpy-Sklppy! It's Mudtugl
The CrU O's are ready tor
some good, dean fun!

SHOW UP AT THE STROH'S - SKJ
EP MUDTUO SAT. SEPT. 10 AT
COLLEGE PARL FUN STARTS AT
NOON. EVERYBODY WELCOME.

Sound Technician for Hi-Energy. Top
40. Rock Band. Sand name, addrees
and phone number to RBJ Associates. P.O Box 1212. Fremont.
OHO 43420

WANTED

To our dearest Sig Ep brothers, we
would But to welcome you back.
Looking lorward to a great year! Love
the OoMenheerU!

WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY
— home vs. Toledo and Akron.
(11:30 a.m. - Saturday, Forrest
Creason Golf Course).

Max t Ernie's wants high caaber.
outgoing MMdusJ lo kUn our war!
reeees start Apply Mon through Frl.
btwn. 2 » 4 m parson Ware flexible
wan aohodusee.

ISM BOM PAGEANT NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS FOR EXECUTIVE POSITIONS. FOR INFO
AMD MTERVEW SIGN UP, STOP
BY 426 STUDENT SERVICES. OR
CALL BaU AT 2-02SI.

The Brothers ol Sigma Chi would But
to i unjrstiaets Mark Klrervner for
getting pinned to Ann. It la good to
see Spktey getting his He whipped
mtoehape

Phi Teus The Xi's are ready lor lots ol
fun and plenty ol cheer, so gel
psyched for our first tea of the year!
Love, the sisters ol Alpha Xi Delta

MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY home vs. Western Michigan,
Ohio State and Toledo. (11 a.m. Saturday, Forrest Creason Golf
Course).

Max t Ernie's wants high caaber
outgoing HdNtdusf to pel our bar
staff Apply Mon. through Frl. btwn. 2
a 4 in person We're IsntaS wrth
schemes

See what Mary Kay siun car 1 coemeaca can do for you. Cal JoArwi
Hoses St 288-3808

The Brothers ol Alpha Tau Omega
would mo lo wish to the brothers ol
Sigma Phi Epsaoc oood kid. on the*
annual mud tug

PARTY PARTY PARTY
PaXE BEER BLAST
SAT. SEPT. 10, 4-1 AM
STH AND HIGH
CHEAP BEER FROM 4—6 PM

FOOTBALL - at Fresno State.
(10:30 pjn.- Saturday).

Improve Memory
wfthHypnoaia

FRESH DONUTS and ROLLS
DELIVERED EVERY elOf»*»sO
THE GETAWAY 9M S MAM
SSS41SS

The brothere of Sigma Alpha Epetlon are proud to announce the
pinning of Michael Maetromoneoo
to Owen Season of Dana Gamma
Sorority. Goad Luck m the future.

VOLLEYBALL - at Michigan
Invitational. (9 a.m. - Saturday).

Apply In person Tues. 9/13 only
between 244. The Getaway 998 S
Man
.

ONE M PARAKEET WITH CAGE «
OTHER SUPPLIES INCLUDED FOR
SIO.OO
IF INTERESTED CALL
KELP WEJR AT 352-5539

Take a drive for REAL ice cream. 17
flavors of rjjstty Nalringers We give
you your money a worth The G*tawey 998 S Mam.

SOCCER—at Great Lakes Classic. (1 and 3 p.m. - Saturday and
Sunday).

Pregnant? Need Hasp?
Cat EM PA 352 9111 or 3520082

Student Deaw. Home
cooking from 4 BO churches SI.
Sun. Sept 11. 8 p m United Chris
■an reepanrap. Thurson at Ridge
CM 352-7634 to reeerve tickets

STROH'S AND SMMA PHI EPSH.ON
PRESENTS THE WTH ANNUAL
MUOTUG. COLLEGE PARK. SAT.
SEPT. 10TH AT NOON. EVERYBOOY WELCOME.

WOMEN'S GOLF-at Illinois
State Invitational. (9 a.m. Thursday, Friday and Saturday).

HELP WANTED

352-8777

IMPORT BEER MIGHT
0-10PM
GREAT DEALS ON GREAT BEER
MAM ST.

MKhese.
Since you cannot be hare in P G I
nought I would send BO lo you I
miss you so much • Everyone does
Take care end keep writing Love
You. Owen

Oo CM Omega-Win the mudtugll
Go CM Omega-Win the Mudtugll
Oo CM Omega-Win the Mudtugll
GOOD LUCK TO ALL THE KAPPAS
WHO ARE WILLING TO RISK THEIR
LIVES AT THE DREADED MUDPTT
THIS SATURDAY. SEE YOU ALL AT
THE SIG EP MUOTUQI

SKATING ClUt TONK1HT
a-10 P*J al MM ICE ARENA

MARGARITAS
JOMUSI
FPJOAY: PATIO MADNESS
2:0O-5:00Ps«—OSe** SPECIALS
SUN. • MOM. NFL ACTION
ORMK SPECIALS

PARTY PARTY PARTY
PIKE IEER BLAST
SAT. SEPT. 10, 4-1 AM
STH AND HIGH
CHEAP SEER FROM 4-4 PM

OKLAHOMA!
KPT. 1. 9. HO
372-0171

■sports/cap-
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Welcome to FRIDA Y
Welcome to FRIDAY.
FRIDAY is a weekly supplement to
the BO News and will cover art,
lifestyle and entertainment happenings
on campus and well beyond. Our
ensemble of articles, critiques, profile*
and previews, coupled with the local
TV listings and Billboard magazine's
top ten current popular recordings, is
presented to readers each week, just in
time for the weekend.

In this FR1D~. ■>% our cover indicates, you'll read about the newest
addition to the Bowling Green air
waves, WRQN radio. The following
pages also include a look at the area's
other radio outlets, with, a spotlight on
the two campus stations.
So take a break, put your feet up and
enjoy your FRIDAY.

• • • INDEX

page 3

pageS

Oklahoma
page 4
Cover Story

Campos Radio
P«ge6
To Say The Least

The Green Sheet will be published as a supplement
to the Friday Magazine on every other Friday.

3WM
105 FM Welcomes

ATTENTION !
\

ALL UNIVERSITY STUDENTS
rree Instructional Assistance

k-taklb
At T1M UiWanity

m

Friday, Sept. 16-8 p.m.
Centennial Hall

Reserved Seats $13.50 on sale TODAY
at Centennial Hall Box Office,
Both Head Sheds, both Boogie Records,
all Finder's Records and Abbey Roads.

WRITING LABORATORY
303 Moseley Had
372-2221
8:00 i M. - 7:00 fM. MM. - TWa.
8:00 iM. - 5:00 fM. Fr%

Charge Tickets: Visa or Mastercard
(419) 537-4231
Mail orders accepted enclose. $1.00
handling fee and S.A.S.E. Lionel
Richie, Centennial Hall, 2801 W. Bancroft,
Toledo, Oh. 43606.

A BELKIN PRODUCTION
.V.....■»...,,..!..I..

} ' »f»«!«'!ii V.'■'.'.■ c.r'A'.:: •;.-.¥. WtttWim «•#$-»"* WWW*

'Oklahoma!': Singin', Dancin',FroliciiT Fun
by J—ipfc F. Ntrss
If you hadn't planned to fee "Oklahoma!" at Kobacker Hall either tonight or tomorrow night, I suggest you
change your plans and purchase your
ticket post haste. Because when people
bear how good this production is, there
shouldn't be an empty seat for either
performance.
The College of Musical Arts, in
conjunction with the Theatre Department, has lavishly staged as fine and as
fun an evening's entertainment as is
likely to be seen on this campus.
The plot of "Oklahoma!" (one
more variation on the classic "boy
meets girl") is basically an excuse to
sing some wonderful songs by Rodgers
and Hammertein. Who can resist such
great numbers like "Oh, What a Beautiful Morning," "People Will Say
We're In Love," "The Surrey With the
Finge On the Top," "Kansas City,"
and, of course, "Oklahoma!?"
Even though "Oklahoma!" opened
on Broadway in 1943, the music and
lyrics are still as engaging and witty as
they were 40 years ago. Much credit
goes to the cast and chorus for their
marvelous singing. The enthusiasm
and virtuosity they exhibited made me

forget that I had grown up with these
songs and to respond to them as
though it were the first time I had ever
heard them. Musical director James
Brown is also to be congratulated for
assembling such an excellent vocal
ensemble.
If there is one standout performance
in this production, it would have to be
Susan Suiton as Laurey, the farmgirl
next door. She has it all — a beautiful
voice, excellent acting powers and
wonderful stage presence.
She has an effortless style that is the
hallmark of a first-rate performer. She
is equally adept singing the humorous
"The Surrey With the Finge on the
Top" or the melancholy "Out Of My
Dreams."
George Sopko, as Curly, Laurey's
beau, also turns in a strong performance. He combines a fine voice with
the warm, ingratiating manner that
affords him a pleasing balance with
Laurey. Another performance of exceptional charm is that of Steven Dunn
as Will Parker, the cowboy who has his
hat set for Ado Annie (played by Peggy
Moog). While he may not have the
most mellifluous voice in the cast, he
can "sell" a song as well as any. Peggy

Your
Music Station

Moog, as Will's heartthrob, is an
unqualified joy, especially during her
solo "I Can't Say No." She displays a
joie de vivre that is simply delightful.
Dori Anderson does a fine job as
Laurey's Aunt Elier. It's difficult to
play another character when one is so
young, but she pulls it off handsomely,
and she appears to have a lot of fun
doing it.
Rick Benoit, as Ali Hakim, the
peddler-man, is especially amusing
when he sings of the unfairness of his
upcoming shotgun marriage in "It's a
Scandal! It's and Outrage!"
Richard Borrows plays the malevolent and villainous Jud Fry so successfully I almost wish he wouldn't come
out for his curtain call; he seems so out
of place among all those wholesome
people. However, he did show both a
superb voice and touching sincerity in
his solo, "Lonely Room."
More plaudits go to Dawn Seeley (as
Gertie) for her unique laugh, to Phillip
Martin as Ado Annie's father and to
Tom ("The Mugger") Kinney for his
bit at the end of "It's a Scandal."
Don't get the idea "Oklahoma!" is
nothing but pretty singing, there's a
whole lot of dancing going on, too.
Choreographer Laura SturnioloKissner has her charges doing every-

4 DAYS ONLY

ACME
:

thing from ballet to the can-can to
some good ol' Texas two-steppin'.
Featured dancers Lisa Knoblock and
Larry Kim show considerable expertise
during the "Dream Ballet" sequence,
as well as the other production numbers.
Director F. Scott Reagan has done a
commendable job in making the whole
production work. That the production
maintained an energetic pace is due in
large part to his effective, yet unobtrusive, blocking.
Of course, any director at the University would be more than pleased to
work with the striking and workable
sets created by guest-designer Rob
Johnson. Johnson was also responsible
for the lighting design, which added
some dramatic effects, including an
extended, gradual sunrise during the
first scene.
The costumes by Lilah Davis added
significantly to the guileless magic of
the production.
So, unless you are morally opposed
to singin', dancin' and plain old frolicin', the place to be is at "Oklahoma!" tonight or tomorrow. Tickets
are available at Finder's downtown,
the Moore Musical Arts Center box
office, or by calling 372-0170. Tickets
are $2 with student I.D.

Brown Cowhid. loot with
■ ticking
top Wsewro
b»l..
Comptr*
at $60.00

September
boot blow-out!
"Special Values on Boot.
from America's Top Majors.
Extra savings whils thay last.
Now thru Sunday."

S—,U, Sr,U F«1«™d

Tony Lama
DINGO

Plays Your
Favorite Hits

•
•

9 IN A ROW ALMOST

}

EVERY HOUR

•

BOWLING GREEN'S BEST FRIEND

S

L*di«. fashion. Wmt
g!o»« iMthar
foot & top
B r A i d • d
*nkle b*od
High dr«si

Com par*
at $96.00

ALL

Pncai good while supply lull,
thru Sunday. Sept. II. Sites limited Shop sarly lor bnt eelection."

NISI Braass « Dtaoosat Prices—
lew, Dtaeo, D*» POM, Ttsas. Tony Lasaa

ggOTS
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SOUTH VILLAGE SQUARE • Airport Hwy. just We*
of Reynolds Rd across bom T.GI Fridays
Open Dsily 10-9, Sal 10*. Sun 1-5 866-5021

New To The Air Waves

WRQN brings'Morning Sickness'To Town
by Sco« RajnMad Carpealer

FRIDAY E4MM
With the area's top-rated morning
show duo at the helm and a hull full of
talent and promotions, the newest
addition to the Toledo area radio air
waves, WRQN-FM, 93.S, has set its
course for the number one spot in the
market. Targeting 18- to 49-year-olds,
general manager/vice president Chuck
Williams is spiritedly vying for the
audiences of WIOT, 3WM and
WMHE. Striking out with what he
terms "Contemporary Hit Radio," he
said he believes WRQN will fill a "big,
big hole in the market."
"We're formated for as large an
audience as a station can own."
Williams says young radio listeners
enjoy the new hits and favorite oldies,
seeking an entertainment outlet, while
listeners over the age of 30 are looking
more for accompaniment. "We cater
to both," he said.
"We fill a void in the market. What
we play is an extended version of top
40 —something all people can enjoy."
WRQN was born when T.M.F. Inc.,
now owners of the 3,000 watt. Class A
station, purchased Bowling Green's
WKIQ, changing the call letters before
going on the air Aug. 1. "We needed
our own identity," Williams said, "We
didn't want to be WKIQ improved."
He said the letters RQN came about
because they illustrate the word
ROCKIN'.
T.M.F. also owns a station similar in
format to RQN in Indiana and a blackoriented station in Florida.
Though promoted as "Toledo's New
Rock," RQN's signal, which is transformed in Haskins, is not received in
some areas of the Class City. Williams
maintains this is the result of two
interference*. He said this time of year
is poor for transmitting because of
high humidity. A 50,000 watt radio
station in London, Ontario, also disrupts their signal because both are on
the same frequency.
FROM HIS DOWNTOWN Toledo
office, Williams heads a team of familiar personalities, including former
WOHO/3WM news director Chrystal
Bostian and "The Toledo Kid," formerly of WXEZ and WMHE.
Probably the' best known members
of the RQN line-up are former WIOT
morning men Buck McWilliams and
Chris O'Connor. The morning comedy
duo, Buck and O'Connor aired on FM
104 for the past year and brought the
station to the number one slot in that
time frame. Their RQN show, now
called "Morning Sickness," is a compilation of humor and music "not for
the conservative imagination," McWilliams said.
"It's aggresive humor," he said, "It
offends people who have no sense of
humor."
McWilliams, a 1980 graduate of the
University worked for four years at
WIOT as an on-air personality and as
music director. He describes his new
escapade as a "sometimes cynical,
sometimes sarcastic view of world
events."

Dg news/Jerry Cartaneo
The willy, off-the-wall pair. Buck and O'Connor recently made the transition from WIOT to "Toledo's New Rock," WRQN. Toe
comedy learn hosts an early show called "Morning Sickness" Monday through Friday on the 93.S-FM station.
McWilliams' counterpart, Chris
O'Connor, is a five-year veteran of
IOT where he was news director.
O'Connor said the transition from
hard rocking IOT to more mellow
RQN was an easy and welcome one.

and do what we did at IOT and take
RQN to number one."
Though the name "Morning Sickness" is not an original title for a
morning radio show, Mc Williams said
it is "pretty appropriate."

"Music for us is a bit secondary.
We're the real entertainment."
He added their stint at FM-104 was
due to end because they were becoming
bored.

Aside from the market's top talent
name, Williams boasts RQN also employs the top three salespeople. "We're
more business minded," he said.

"WE ACHIEVED ALL we could.
We took 104 to number one over the
past year. We were going to leave the
market because we had a number of
offers from around the country," he
said. "But we decided to stick around

The station is promotion-oriented,
he added, and is undergoing several
projects to enhance exposure. In one
such promotion, RQN is making car
payments for listeners. In another,
they are offering a group of five a

private party on the Maumee, complete
with a boat cruise, food, drink and a
live band.
Appearances around town at such
get-together spots as Margarita's Cantina, in Bowling Green, are also part of
the promotion idea, Williams said.
Williams makes no bones about the
position RQN is striving for. "We're
shooting for number one, it's that
simple," he said. "We offer what no
other (radio station) in the market
offers."
"In the past (a radio station's programming) had to be hard or light —
one extreme or the other. We believe it
doesn't have to be that way."

University Community Enjoys Exclusive Broadcast
by Mary Ohm
Students residing on campus may
not enjoy some opportunities available
to those off campus, yet they can make
use of one entertainment outlet inaccessable to off-campus dwellers.
WFAL, 680 AM, can only be received
on campus. This is due to the fact that
it broadcasts via carrier current, which
means its signal is transmitted through
certain campus phone lines. Unfortunately, according to Mardi Mitchell,
WFAL's General Manager, these lines
don't extend off campus.
WFAL First began broadcasting in
1970 as a sister station to the University's WBGU, 88.1 FM. At that time the
two stations "performed together,"
according to Mitchell. She added the
two now operate independently of each
other.
Mitchell said the goals for the station
are twofold: To teach the students and
provide an environment where they can
learn their trade; and to provide good
on-air programming for the campus.
The station's format has been basically the same since it began, Mitchell
said. "We play album oriented rock 24
hours a day."
Internally, WFAL consists of a number of departments, including sales,
promotion, production, programming,
and traffic. All are responsible for
different duties.
SALES IS ONE of the most important of these departments, since the
station is supported by advertising. It

receives no University funding and is
therefore entirely self-sufficient.
Most college stations are university
funded, Mitchell said, making WFAL
one of only a small number that is
commercial.
WFAL is also affiliated with both
the NBC and ABC networks. According to Mitchell, it is one of few stations
nationwide which is affiliated with
even one major network. She added
that since WFAL airs programs from
both networks, the station is well
known across the country.
The Bowling Green Radio News
Orgainzation provides news and sports
for both WFAL and WBGU. BGRNO
is composed mainly of students enrolled in the radio-tv-film and broadcast journalism programs, according to
Judy Stockslager, head of the News
Department.
Stockslager said people in the organization cover specific beats. Scott
Hyttenhove, who heads the Sports
Department, said the reporters are
"judged" on a merit system.
At the controls of WFAL, Mark Anderson reaches the campus community via phone lines.
WFAL can be received only through the electrical current on campus.
Mitchell said the staffs of all the
WFAL has recently started a Sports
talk show that airs Tues. nights from 7 departments have become a great deal
until 9 p.m. According to Hyttenhove, more professional through the course
HYTTENHOVE ADDED sports is who is co-host of the show, anyone can of the last four general managers.
"You have to have experience," she
not as concerned with writing as news call in with a question pertaining to
is. This is because sports is mostly sports and it will be answered on the said, "and this is the only place to get
air.
entertainment, he explained.
it."

"If they do a good job covering their
beat we give them the opportunity to
broadcast, but they have to earn it."

Campus-Operated Station Known For Alternatives
by Jut Schwarz

unnecessary.
WBGU, a campus-operated radio
To be able to hear a number of
different styles of music may require station, is known for it's alternative
several adjustments of your radio dial. music format.
"We are a public station so we put
WBGU-FM, 88.1, however, now
makes dial-spinning or button-pushing ourselves in the public shoe. We give

them alternative music, a variety of
programming to serve the pubic
needs," Tony Perna, student general
manager, said.
"Alternative music is geared to give
-the listeners something different,"
Perna said."You can turn on the radio
and hear something that you've never
heard before," he added.
The music on the station goes
through a screening process, Rich
Frank, co-music director, said. The
music staff listens to almost every
record that comes into the station and
objectively decides if the song should
be played, he added.
THE STATION stays away from
top 40 music, but sometimes plays
different songs by the same groups.
For example, "Every Breath You
Take" from the album Synchronicity
by the Police would probably not be
played. However, other cuts from the
album are eligible for airplay.

WBGU's Nick Oorini, an afternoon pi, and the rest of the radio station's crew spin a
wide variety of musk ranging from classical to adult contemporary.

The DJs have guidelines to follow,
Frank said, but have the freedom to
choose particular songs. DJs not doing
speciality shows that concentrate on
only one style of music, he said, must
play three current songs per hour
during their time on the air. These are
songs that have debuted in the past two
months, he added. They must also play
one re-current song, which is between
two and six months old, and one
library pick, which are older records
with considerable merit.

"The DJs pick their music within the
guidelines of the format. They also
take requests. The purpose of this kind
of format is to give the station a more
current and consistent sound than it's
had in the past, and educate the staff
musically, it's acquainting them with
the considerable number of records
they have access to."
ANOTHER ASPECT to the alternative music format is the special shows
that are aired.
These shows are done by DJs interested in the particular area of music,
such as rhythm and blues, reggae,
country, jazz and classical, Dawn Stevans, program director, said.
The station will also feature public
affairs syndicated shows such as "Consider the Alternatives," which deals
with national and international issues,
and "European Profile" discussing the
European point of view, and different
aspects of different cities in Europe,
Stevans said.
The station will also feature a concert series from the British Broadcasting Company.
"This show is taped concerts of up
and coming bands such as Echo and
the Bunnymen and Tears for Fears,"
Stevans said.
The station is currently working on a
program guide which will list the special programs and when they are aired,
she added.

To Say The Least

Party Knowhow May Aid Defending Against PD
I think I remember reading about a
survey taken by some over-paid government body, Wanda, I think her
name was, dealing with what has been
termed a Party Deficiency among college-aged people. PD is a sad thing.
Many say it is the leading cause of
boredom among 18 to 22-year-olds.

kyScottl
FRIDAY EsKor
With two weeks under our belts and
books and papers mounting, isn't it
about time to begin thinking about
partying. I know, "but there's already
been a ton of parties." Wrong! There
have already been a ton of party
attempts. I'm talking about real parties. The kind you have fun at.

Anyway, this survey contains some
frightening statistics, like every other
survey conducted by over-paid government bodies. Forty-seven percent of all
students who attend three to four
parties in a 7.6 week period between 10
p.m. and 1:37 a.m., for instance, are
more likely to die in a steamroller
mishap than a 38-year-old CPA is to
marry a moose. These statistics need

It is important that partying becomes part of a student's weekly schedule because, as the saying goes, "all
work and no play makes Johnny bang
his head against a wall and generally
act like a stupid imp."

L_<a@@&fl.

The Rock You've
Been Waiting For

BOWLING GREEN'S
CAMPUS RADIO
STATION
REQUEST LINE:
372-2418
BUSINESS LINE:
372-2195

TRAINING NOW
FOR EACH DEPARTMENT

FM881

3) Don't drink. Drinking used to be
what one did at parties. Now, however
not dinking is the chic thing to do.
Inhaling rubber cement is more fun
anyway.
4) Bring a date. Raisins are okay too,
but cashews are appropriate only if it is
a formal gathering.
5) Buy U.S. Savings Bonds. (Government report, right?)
If remembering these five suggestions is too difficult for you, you are
probably an experienced partier already. This does not meen that your
skills cannot be improved upon. Just
remember the 3P method of partying:
Plan, Party and Pay someone to clean
up afterwards.

not continue. There is also an official
government pamphlet called Beating
PD: a weekend partier's guide to a
good time.
THIS BOOKLET ILLUSTRATES
five ways to improve your partying
skills:
1) Buy the pamphlet Beating PD: a
weekend partier's guide to a good time,
for $4.75.
2) Invent innovative new games.
Nude Twister is no longer an in thing
with experienced partiers. Try nude
Monopoly. (It's interesting how creative you can be when you play without
the paper money, especially when you
own Board Walk and Park Place and
your opponent owes rent.)

presents:

the last area appearance of

THOSE GUVS"
Wed. Sept. 14, 1983
8:00 p.m. to 11:30 p.m.
in the
GRAND BALLROOM
<^
'7.00 admission

IT'S NO SECRET
IN THE
BG NEWS
CLASSIFIEDS

NO HYPE
NO COMMERCIALS
JUST GREAT MUSIC

VINIAi.l

FASHIONS

NEW TO YOU

FEATURING FAsHIONs
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DOWNTOWN SIDEWALK SALE
A**********!*************
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88.1 FM
WBGU-FM, BOWLING GREEN

GREAT PRICE SLASH
* MEN'S

•WOMEN'S • Hats and Shoes Galore
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•Extraordinary Items *
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lafca* ovai ba car. las
and moat of Na hanta Ma
(TMQ MOVK ***
Tha
RoWWaiM' MNDtWG*son. Inm Spanca. In an Auatraha of (ha futtaa whara civ**taton it raducad to a coiacuon
of riaal communaa. a lormar
i-gri^ay cop mahaa a 200Oma> (un to> unciuarv ■» a
prorrMtad land R
7:00
• B ENTERTAINMENT
TONIGHT Madahna K inn
uffjL* about bar now TV comody
•are*, an *itarvicw with Ccafy
Tyson
0 HAWAII FIVE-O A mur
darad man laada lha Fwa-O
laam on a hum lor a woman
that a to man is alao lookng
Nr.
• FAMILY FEUD
•J ABC NEWS ri
■J BUSINCSS REPORT
01 M"A*S*H Tha doctors of
ma 4077ih hava mort than
thav can handhj on a bad day <n
tha OR
• MACNEIL / LEHRER
NCWSHOUR
BSPHI SPORTSCENTER

7M0
0 P.M. MAGAZINE A look
at a Laa Vagaa thowgal audition; a naw maauga-hka traatmani to raaava chrome back
pan. deprnuon and aging
SB THREE'S COMPANY
0* BARNEY
MILLER
Lugars mari-ordar bnda arnvas
but ha ant abla to copa with
har.
01 PEOPLE S COURT
m VW.D AMERICA VMM
Bat-at Marty StouMor looks at
how baby ananafa. ndudng
akunfcs. raccoons, owk and
baari. laam trnportant Na saw
aig aUa and haw tun at tha
aamo tana. IB)
m HOGAN'S HEROES Tha
Nam plan to flood aha world
marital with countarfait Akad
monay.
KSPN) INSIOE FOOTBALL

MO
O • BBXY GRAHAM
CRUSADE
O THE MANY MOODS
OF BUFFY SAINTE-MARtE
Tha amgar-aongwwrtar parforma
aawaraf of har 40f>pfua compoaHloni, awfutftng * Natno North
Amancan CMd" an
• SUPERBAND 83 Tha
bva tatacaat laaturaa tha Totado
Symphony Otchatva and rnaattro Yuval /afcouk
BJ LOTTERYI tPranwjrol An

caafc priBM 10 hefty wawara
cawnvy.
WASHINGTON
• MOVIE *** RwLobo
1IS7II John Wayna. JMMMT
O-NaB. An at OMI War cofonaf
rida a Jmm town of capatCSPW CFL
FOOTBALL
SaafcaMhanan Roughridwi at
Ottawa Rough fudara

MO
01 01 WALL STREET
WEEK Somathng Naw From
Tampkvton' Gusst: John M.
Tarnpfaton. praaiOant. Tha Tarnptaton Funds.
(TMO MOVIE **
Go«i
South (19781 Jack Ntcnotoon.
Mary Staanburgan. A capturad
horaa thiaf m oftarad a chanca
to aacapa hangng by marryatg
a young lady from tha town m
whjch ha'a anprtaonad. PG
8:00
01 01 MOVIE **vt PackaV It m (19821 ffcchard tan
aw. Paula PrantaM. A mamad
ooupla daoda 10 mows with
8mr chadran from tha praaauraa
of Loa Angalaa to a '■mplar''
Ma n tha w*da of Oragon (Rl

a-tlWJIlftlm^

ALLEN

AT

01 ALL
CREATURES
GREAT AND SMALL II
' Planty To Grouaa AboM' Bnaaa and froubta sanfca Lord l-vmgaiona a giouaa moora whda
Tratan laachai Kitty to play tha
gurtar and Jamas and Hotan
chaaa a cow. IPart 181
01 MOVK **• -ShaDona
Han Wrong
(19331 Cary
Gram. MM Wast. Dosntond La
caiMas prtniama for tha man ai
■9/OB,
S.SO
01 CAROL BURNETT AND
FRfCNOS
01 MATT HOUSTON (Sao
aori Prawaaral k'aii laams d»■aaaaig tacts abaul las tsahar
wh*« probaig flat attampt at an
oi baron to gB"> control owar
aamo at Man's land bsMngi.

g
• THf NATIONAL /
JOURNAL
■ N€W HORIZONS: HHICATON
• ALL
CREATURES
GREAT AND SMALL H
Ch»iTy B«9ni Ai Hams"
Altar m tridtv otimanon an ■ CM
prov«ft luccvHlul. Milan •dopli
him. arxl S«uriwd grwi Trailan
■ prauril (Part 161
■ NEWS
IthOS
9t SNEAK PREVIEWS N.U
Gabtar and Jaffiay Lvom host
m nlormalmi rook at what's
naw at tha mows*
10: SO
ITMCI MOVK »*aj I. Tha
Jury '
(19821 Atmanda
Aaaanla Barbara Carrara Prr
vata W19 M*a Hammar langraa
wtth a cotarai ol nalami aa ho
attampta to avonga a war buddy a murdar B
10:36
• EUROPEAN TELEVISION JOURNAL IJomad In
PrograMt
1IOO
O ■ B S NEWS
■ MONTY PYTHONS
FLYING CIRCUS
• TWILIGHT ZONE Grady.
a down and out asckay. • ajatrhabty accusad ol havmo haad a
1MB.
■ MIGRANTS AND THE
LAW
■SPHI SPORTSCENTER
ll:OS
O NEWS
1 1:16
CSPNI NFL GAME OF THE
WEEK (Prarmarol
11:30
• MAUDE Mauds Istda harsatt at a tuu-of-war with har
own doubuj standards.
■ TENNIS
US Opan
Hiohsghls' rbotarghts ol tha
day a matchaa llrom tha USTA
National Tanras Cantar m Fsjah-.0 Maadow Corona Part. NVI
■ TONIGHT Host Johnny
Carton. Guasts: Irnda Ron
■tadl. Rrchard BanaBTan
• ABC NEWS NIGHTLINE
■ • LATE NIGHT AMERICA Jamas Hotton. Ph.D. a
paYChotogMI. raatusssi how
tha waathar aflscta your mood*.
Robsrt G. Alan, atvastmant
aapan. rsvasrs at has book Craahng Waohh that anyona can
bacoma a maaortava.
• TWILIGHT ZONE Anna,
baBa buys has kna»li Chnaaa
an nt
I laatraj aM. and
har huaband Erich raaanta a
11:40
■ MOVkl •* '■
Eya 01
Tha Cat llM»IM»Ju>al Sana
■to. Gava> Hararaciari A fraady
rtaphsra aoaka to obtan raa
aunt » vast lortuna by paryng
olcan
11:48
HPM TOP RANK BOXING
from Hammond. M. (ft)

12:0O
■ MOVIE * * Tha Savaga
t" (II7BI David Chiang. Tr
LungPsMJ
■ MOVIE * Snail Sauan'
11979) Ovistophar Conna«y.
EbaSommar.
0 LAUREL AND HARDY

12:30
•
FRIDAY
NIGHT
VIDEOS Tha J Gads Band.
Daryl Hal » John Oaaaa. Dutan
Diaan. Tha Ctaah and Tha
Pomtor Sralari ara faaturad -n
musical mam laaturaa Oka) a
Pnvata Baals'' aagmant taaturng Tha Stray Cats.
■ JIMMY SWAGGART
(TMO HOVE •>* AaoV
Oaca. I1BB0I Casharata Mac.
Cof. Barry Storoa.

1:0O
• ROOK N' FKXL TON
ITE
•
FRIDAY
NIOHT
VIDEOS Tha J Gads Band.
Oanrl HaB t John Oaaaa. Oman
Ootan. Tha Clash and Tha
Pramar Srstars ara taaliasd at
muwcal man laaturaa plus a
"PriuMa Rssls'' aagnwrd raahaauj Tha Stray Cats

V HEE HAW Guasts: Paul
Woaerm Sieve Wane VV4lard Scott. Maaon Ooaar Band
• ENTERTAINMENT
THIS WEEK Featured a look
at some hot young corraca: Aral
JkVan and Hsifskni Karat tab
about thav naw TV surras
• • SOUO GOLD Host:
Marayn McCoo C»hoat Pack
Mala on. Guasts. Taco. OuartarBaah. M»hael SenOeao. Lavsa
Brarugan. RaA Jamas. Tha
Malaaj
KSPtl) SPORTSCENTER

MTUFOAV
SEPTEMMft H>. ISU

2:00
■ SAoTfALL Si. LI iCard-rwjla at Oucago Cuba
• SIX GREAT DEAS
Trusk ' U Moyarr and Or
Moraanai J. Aitar ara -cnad by
aa qaaltiiaa-iNiql panal ol ajaaati
aai an ayraary atao obaKtwa and
aaaascaxa baah. W
• AMERICAN GOVERNMENT SURVEY

7:30
• THE MUPPETS Guaat
Kenny Rogers
•
WAYNE
AND
SMUSTER
Ureted Stale,
baturajrrag ei the sports space
lha Ceased, 0I|II»HI " M
• MOVK **•'.- "SkalN,
Aied Leratgaaona 119391 Spanoar Tracy, facftara) fit rears. An
feajkah tagonar ubtmaari a
rreaaronery bake istl to be dsed
aavo and avarg ei Alnca
• JACKIE
OLEASON
Guaat. Henrry Voungman.
B:00
■ ■ WALT DISNEY "lha
Omega Connection A young
U S govarnmant agent IJaffrey
Byron) and has frrend (Larry
Cedar) continue thee until for
a kidnapped scsrntisl IPart 21
IRI
B REACH FOR THE TOP
• DtFF'RENT STROKES
Arnold's school newspaper arti
da on drug abuse attract, tha
ettentron of Fast Lady Nancy
Reagan (RIQ
• T.J. HOOKER Hooker
elstks tha cord broodsd auper
market robber, who bended hra
a. wife (R)Q
• WHITE SHADOW Cooage is staring to leal eke a beak
because of bra hargh I
IB MOVIE ** Bluabaard
11944) John Carratbna. Jean
Parker. A charming puppeteer,
who is reaey a psychottc .Iran
gbjr. bretgs about ha) own
downfal when he lets at love
writ! a beautiful women
(ESPN)
THE
WORLD
SPORTSMAN
(TMCI MOVIE **•, "Shar
ky's Maefene'
I19BI) Burl
Reynokls Rachel Ward A vice
cop uncover, high-level govern
men! conuplejn whee mveslr
gsung the murdar of a cad gal

MO

■ AMERICAN GOVERNMENT SURVEY
ITMCI
MOVIE
a) * • *
"Soundai" (1972) Cicaly
Tyaon. Paul Winkak)

MM

■ NCAA FOOTBALL Cov
araga ol Ftorrda Stata at Louanana Stata Iowa M Iowa Slate
Maryland at Vsndarbdt. or Tasks Tach at Aa Fores).
■ BITS. BYTES AND
BUZZWORDS
•
SPORTS
AMERICA
'1982 Matty Squash Oaaaa: /
Coaaga BaaksrbaB ProNa''
KSPNI PLAv vouR BEST
TENNIS
Basics 01 Tha
Groundatoka IP.)

■tW

■ CTTY LEAGUE REVIEW
• MOVIE at*'.
Tha
Houaa That Drmiad Bawd
11971) John Bartnatt. [Tardlcam
Eboll
ESPN) AMERICA'S CUP THE 26TH CHALLENGE
(Rl
4:00
■ TONY
BROWN'S
JOURNAL Harpas Is Thara
Hops'
Tony Brown looks SI
harpas. labalsd lha VD ot tha
Ivy Laaoua. wtach rs now bamg
datactad m lha ghatto (Part 2)

(ft)

■ SURVIVAL tcaan 01 Tha
Puan ' Michaal Landon nanalas
a study ol the big gams an-mare
kvatg on tha Sarangati Plams ol
East Africa, locuaaig on tha
ml/icata rsUl-onalup that arista
prodelore and lhaa
prey (Rl[
RIQ
ESPN)ITOPI
TOP RANK BOXING
from Hammond IN IR)
4:SO
• THE LAWMAKERS
(TMCI MOVIE a) * a) Rads
119811 Wanan Baatty Diane
Koaton

MM

■ THE ROCKFORO FILES
■ MAGIC OF OL PAINT
ING W-M Flower,
■ WONDER
WOMAN
VVonder Woman saves tha t-rry
countiy of Masskar by catching
tha lhaaf who stota tha royal
arwaai
• MOVIE »»
Beta Of
Roaanta" 11945) Roy Rogara
Oara Evans
8:30
■ MAGIC OF FLORAL
PAINTING VVaowowars Kjn
Brack Background)

**>,
No Man
Of Hay Own 119*01 Barbara
Stanwyck. John lunsl A worn
an -a basckmaaad ataar aaaum
rafa idanm of a dead pas
Sanaa. luBu 111| a baas crsah
■ STAR
TREK The
cl S.S. Botany Bay. aortal at
apace ccevuarwrg 72 bcakas at
auapa ad srumaraon.
■ MATINEE AT THE
BIJOU Faaturad: "Tha Man
star Maker (19441 atarrmg J.
Carrol Naaah: a 1946 cartoon,
two shorts, and a 1945 nawsieH (HI

•
S:30
• CFL FOOTBALL Montreal
Concordes at VRsjeueu. Blue
Bombers
• SILVER SPOONS Grandlather Stratton (John Houee
man) bars to break up Edwaid
end Kale's romance. (Rl
8:46
■ MOVK **'.
Oesau
11936) Marrene Dretrrch Gary
Cooper. An amocent young man
re charmed into eestslvrg a
beeutdul woman at a Rural
imuggkng scheme
S:0O
a • MOVIE •*<> "Botdsrbna" (19B0I Charles Bron
son. Bruno Kefey. A poaca officer trtae lo smash a smugrjkng
retg thai esplorts Mesrcan afcana
by puttetg them to work at
uruehng .waatshops.
a BOXING ScruKkaed 12
round boat lorry Hoanes vs
Scon Frank far the WBC Haevy
wergtn Chempronsh«) ol the
World Bare bom Araknbc City.
-NJ)
• LOVE BOAT Apr. Lopei
fChero) aduma she crew trtat
aba ei kkatati Atrrataa. 'an
ototuaeawa young pksaawrjai
lajkihaal J. Foal until prob
arms, and a young human
IMary McOonoi^il decakr. lo
abandon her vagtnrty. IRI Q
aSTAR SEARCH
E9PHI WOMEN'S BeVLIAROS Wortd kYvrtstronel 7
Bad Clierrusonstup Match 6

6:30

■ 13 REPORTS
• StSKEL B EBERT AT
THE MOVIES Stake! and
Ebart take a look at "Tha Bold
New So.uefcly In Movers."
tocueetg on tha wand toward
more enrpaut saa scenes at
today's farne
EaTNl NFL GAME OF THE
WEEK (R)
7*0
■ THE MUPPETS Guest
Barnadetla Paler!
• CSC NEWS

•••••>>»»

S:30
a SNEAK PREVIEWS Neal
fishier and Jeffrey Lyons host
an mlormeirve took M what .
new at the movers
10:00
a FANTASY ISLAND A
reporter (Conrue Stevens) bars
lo expose Mr. Roerka aa a
baud, and a man (Gary rranfc)
burs lo prove thai hat tolrfcar
brother was not a dasarrer. (ft)

• NEWS
a OSU: COUNTDOWN
TO KICK-OFF
E9PNI SPORTSCENTER
(TMCI MOVIE **■■, Young
Doctor. In Love" (1982)
Michael McKean. Sean Young,
A young surgeon bras lo over
come luo tear of the krufe at true
spoof of soap opera caches, 'ft'

saw

:-.. ->.r

10: SO
a COLLEGE FOOTBALL
Oluo State vs Oregon
■SPNI CFL FOOTBALL
Toronto Argonaut, at Britrah
Corurnbus lama

a MOVK 4*4 ', SpUn
dsr bl The Grass
11941)
Met eke Wood Werren Beetty
• SPNI
AUTO RACING
NASCAR Wrangke 400" Brva
kom flKhmond VA]

11:00

1J0
a SUPEHBOWT
XVII
HKJHLIOHTS
a • WALL
STREET
WEEK Somedtatg New From
TensjSMon
Gueet John M.
TnistNlun. utsnraiid. The Tema MOVK ••
in. aJaeon Funds.
•bantam 01 lha Opera 119421
MO
lam. Heather Seers. A a AUTO RACING Formula

aaa a NEWS

a MOVIE •** inn Gun
For Ike" 119421 Voronsce
Late. Aem Ladd A head k4V.
seeks revenge after ha a dou

I Nafcan Grand Prer" (bom Mon•a. Itetrl
■ MOVK 44*4 Gent
(19541 El
11:18
• ALL CREATURES
a ABC NEWS
GREAT ANO SBalALL ■
"fsery Dog Ha. Hat Day"
11:SO
a StSKEl k EBERT AT James hea a tndty Bane wiaerig
THE MOVIES aeyeal aaat abaaar dog and brute out what
(ban idr i an a "The Bead Bnt legh Ua rneene so amw
Oeggett « odd-a* man. "Part
locuemg on the band toward 171
• GREAT PERFORMANCES
Wagner a Reig
today Bldejm.
a CFL FOOTBALL IJomad Oat WaAute Act I at fhe aacat Ptogress) Toronto Argonauts ond per I ot Wagner . The Ra*y
st British Coeenreaa Lama ("The Of The Neaafung." faargmund
National'' wet be presented et (Pater Hofrnann) labs at byre
wtth Svgknde IJranrune Ah
haHlaiiel
a MOVK 4*
Bud And rturyw) the wrts ot hes foe and although ho doesn't know n lost' (1978) Buddy Hackett.
Harvey Korman Tha eves of ha own safer (R)
screen ccanerkane Bud Abbott
2:30
and Lou Coeteau era daptcaad. (1biaa*OVK44*t> "&»dslaeng thee (arew aa a teem gory. Gal
(1982) Grydon
and thee personal and proles John Smrlee Oes Hepburn
STOruacrrsee
MM
a SATURDAY NIGHT 8 ORIGINAL SIX Montreal
LIVE Host
Robert Blake. vs Toronto
Guest. Kenny loggna. Marv a ALL
CREATURES
Grrtfm (R|
GREAT ANO SMALL H
a STAR SEARCH John "Haw Of Tha DOB' m Bora.
SchrtaeJar hoats that spacuM Hal's absence, tialan'e house
raeturatg competiuona at erght keepstg pawet no one (Pat
enlwternment celegorers -- 181
larnafc) vuiebil. mate vocaast.
MO
dancer rmaucai group, comedr
a JAZZ IN AMERICA
an. leatkng men. Is St bug lady. "Duly Gaaespa'k Dream Band'
and model
end appearances
An array of Buy musicians
by .lets who got thee start on
rnckrdrng Garry Muetgan and
talent shows of the past
Maa Roach torn Duly Caasspa
12:00
m a bag band concert at Latcobt
8 TOMORROW'S MUSIC Center
TODAY
4:00
ITMCI
MOVIE
* • ft '.
9 ft 9 TENNIS US
Grmme Shaffer" 119701 HolOpen" Men's fatal (eve bom the
ing Stones. Jefferson Aaplane
USTA Nalronal Tennis Center an
• 12:30
fkateng Meadow Corona Park.
a ROOK N' ROLL TON
NY)
ITE Guests: Oesy a Mrdreght a NFL FOOTBALL Houston
Runners. PWmsouf. OiVaryfa
Gears as Loe Aiiueni ReKters
B LAUGH TRAX
a MASTERPIECE THE12:36
ATRE "The flame Trses Ol
a MOVK *» i, Comedy Thaur. Frasnds bl FVgh Placee"
Of Terrors
11983) vtneent The son ol the Grant, head
Price. Peter lone.
men tends fas way avto the
oynemrle slorega hid. sParl 4)
1:00
a MOVK 4 B Shade Lev
Some
ale Is Oeetl And Living In New a MOVK 44 ■>
York 119751 Jeanne- Beren. Ifeng For Joey'' 11977) Gaa
rarer Page Marc Satgar.
Roy Scfterder.
IfSPNI
AUTO RACING
SUNOAV
"CART Escort Redar W.rung
SEPTEMBER 11. 1983
200" Ibve bom Leangton. OH).
AFTERNOON
(TMa MOV: 4 4 TeraruJ
of" (1982) Fred Wad. Befcnda
12:00
Bauar
BFACE THE NATION
a GRIZZLY ADAMS A loal
6:00
cougar cub. slaked by a bappsr a SPOKESMAN
and a pack of wofves. becomes a FIRING LINE Do Cnd
the obsKt ol a desperate search ftighls Equal Allirmetive
by Gri/rty Atterns and Mad Achonf Guests John H BunMf. Morn. B Abram Irnda
Jack
Chaver
aEARLEBRUCE
a MEET THE PRESS
6:30
a ON THE ISSUE
a VylNE. WHAT PLEAa FIRING LINE Do i ..I SURE
Cabernet Sauvrgnon
Right. Equal Allrtmettve And Marbst The Cabernets of
Ackon' Gratals. John H. Bun- Bra4su. Bagasa CaBsrs and
aaL Murrrs B. Abrfart. Lrnde Ottaea Val and da Metbjl bom
CasBest.
Rudurrlur.l H4 ae leeture.1
a NOVA ffoun Of A Bark)
gy Watchai A Fern With leases
Ihomee aWaotaal and nauad
Or. lesna Thorn
Resell
6:00
of ska (fill
■ ABCNEW8Q
ma
• THeS OLD HOUSE Bob
NTER
(TMCI BJeOVK 4*4 l«n- Vea araBs da grounds sash a
pesi" (I9S2I John Car, ettr
penfsrs put on new red ceda
Gene Rowlands
clepboada IRIq
12:30
■ STAR TREX rcacw. capa a NFL TODAY
lure the Ettearpraa and thraslari
a NFL 'S3 Sunday Chronr
cats" prohbrs Betlanore Cobs rla deebuchon unarss they ere
taken to lha pas-rat I den
heal coach Frank Kuah.
a THIS WEEK WITH ■ UNDERSEA WORLD
OF JACQUES COUSTEAU
DAVID BRINKLEY
Nrght Of Tha SojuKf The say
BISPNI NFL GAME OF THE
age yet toucfang apawisng rituWEEK (Rl
al ol the ekaws See Arrow
1:00
Soseds of lha Pacrfrc a tkame
• ■NFL FOOTBALL Da
bead.
les Cowboys el St Lotas Cark
(ESPN)
ALL AMERICAN
BBBB
FUTURrTY fhrs 440 ywd
• MEETING PLACE Bahop race lor 4 vea-oM quartet horsSotaroa of Toronto end tha Rev
es ofhtrs a pursa of mots than
Aposllos Drefcopanagrolakis
one etaBron dolas (bom Rurdo
ufskrals bom the Si Oernebsoa so. NM)
Greek Orthodoa Church St bVtrt(TMCI MOVK 444 "TeaB,
napegMan (Rl
paal" 11982) John Cassavetes.
■ NFL FOOTBALL Pitt,
Gene Rowtaruk A New York
burgh Steefars a Green Bay ■ cfeteci leave, tha preasures of
Packers
urban Me and ntataga and
• • WASHINGTON escapes to a Greek aland werh
WEEK IN REVIEW

n< ■■■>•.<■■

ha dauohurr end e bea-spartad
young women a due takdbaad
vsrsJon of Shekehpssrs's play.
PG'
• 30
• LETS GO TO THE P1ACES
• BITS. BYTES ANO
BUZZWORDS

MO

• ■•O MINUTES
a FRAGOLE ROCK Gobo'a
Lfncfcr Matt has lound a way lo
•Base aha bmd of Fraeakj ROD)
• THE
POWERS OF
MATTHEW STAN Pern and
bar Pern.

Traruskr «)
• PeBPLEV-S 8ELKVE IT
OR NOT Featured the wwjke.
ot Near York City: eurfmg en
mat ajjajSj wevvs n Anrone
AflBariean weaponry from
arabalaa. eaone aaa to modem baker erartae. unusual
loads, rnckaeang the world,
longasl suetu rot (Rl
■ MOVK "Two 01 Hearts"
(NoOetel
• SOUO GOLD Moat Mai
lyn tMcCoo. Co-host Rrcfc Na
son Guests Taco, Ouarta
bash. Michael SsmbeBo. Laura
Brarugan
Rack Jamas. Tha
Meases
a ALL
CREATURES
GREAT AND SMALL
Nolhmg L4e EspereBnce"
James makes a date -- without
Tnalan'a hsep - end the practice lose, a cuelomer
wuh
Tratan's beep (Part 61
ESPN) SPORTSCENTER
7:30
8 THE BEACHCOMBERS
fauKfad only by a radio signal
Nick and Magnet must hnd a
ankatg horaaaua before rts too
aaa. RIQ
8:00
a a ALICE Vaa regrets
wrslung bed luck on ha pet
banrung landLsdy whan the
woman s aparlmant catches
fas Rl
8 THE MAGIC SHOW
Doug Henrang stas m thrs
showcase of mags: and elusion
tad lo the story of a young
magcian end lus essrstant IDrtk
Conn) who «0 replacmg an
ova-tha-h4 conjura (Jon Far
leyson) at e seedy neghiclub
cabad tha Cher Mann, IRI
a KNIGHT RIDER bhchaal
Knight and KITT m» caught et
the rtsajda ot a Teaaa gursunnetgwa. R)
a MOVK 4 4 Aeporl'77"
11977) Jack Lemmon. Brende
Vaccaro An ufbemodan pnvaaa an oraahaa a the Bermuda
Tnanga ea tha result of a robbery plan, and the Navy goes
etlo action et a davtg attampl
to rescue the pasaangas .14
yapped a the eutjmaged plena
RIQ
9W EVENING AT POPS
"Carmen
deLavallsde"
Acbesaydencar Carmen dale
vaaeda parlorms two ettapratrve soto dances: Ihs late Arthur
Iretaa conducts Ihs Boston
Pops Orchssbs at a motrcBl
program leefuretg a meiaey
bom Grgr" and Cad Keig s "I
Feel The Ealh Move." Rl
a HEE HAW Guests Paul
Weaama Slave Wanna. W4
lad Scott. Mrffeon Doaa Band.
BSPH) COLLEGE FOOTBALL Nona Dame vs. Purdue
Rl
B:30
a • ONE DAY AT A
TBME The grai and rhee
reepectrve spouees dacrda to
solve thee houany probfcSm by
moaeng et together Rl
ITMCI MOVIE 4 4 4'
Btada BkstayB, - HB82I Hayrrson Ford. Ringer Haua In a
world of fJta hHura B special
peace otbeer a aaaajvtad to
beck down and dssuoy lour
rerwrgeds anckoajs 'ft'

BaSO
• • THE JEFFERSONS
Lousse's ssatous curroaty roaches creranaf proportrons whan
aba lab. Helen mo ruBsang har
break into George . office Bale
Rl
• MOVIE 4 4 1,
Beukm
land" Rat II (19801 Lesley
Ann Warren Paul Rood Sarah
Kenrkrck a young Sourherna
vnfh a phaandaatg husband
lakes lam control of les pianta
non. Baaaeh Land. Rl n
• a MASTERPIECE
THEATRE The llama TIMS
Of Tluke: A Reef Sportsman
When e leopard vtvedes tha
Pafcnw home. Haewad etsrSI.
d must be hunted down and
dssboyetl Rat 5) R)
a ITS YOUR BUSHINESS

.•'»,•.•'.'WA-C; .%•;.•■ .:;•;.■:;•<£■ .-.v.nvv.vvuMSr''

9:30
0

GOODNIGHT.
BEANTOWN Jenny bekeves
Matt hM double crossed her
when a story she s working on
tees mio hw lap (Hi
• WALL STREET JOURNAL REPORT
10:00
O 0 TRAPPER JOHN.
M.D. A too*!* (Aleie Hemd
(on) tries to convince Goruo lo
quK his post ai Sen Francisco
Memorial IRI
O AFTER THE AXE A he
tonal central character a 45
year old markehng vice presi
dent who rs abruptly hied from
ht S6b 0O0 a year position, is
used lo leusirete how jobless
executives cope with unemptov
ment and how special counsel)
•ng firms repackage these
businessmen for success at
today s business world (Rl
0 SIX GREAT IDEAS
Beauty Or Mortvner Adtar
presides over an intellectual
free-tor el concerning the COncepl of beauty IRI
• NEWS
0

0

THE

GIULINI

CON-

CERTS Carlo Maria Grokn>.
maestro of the Los Angeles
Phvharmomc rehearses, oooducis and offers off stage
impressions ol overtures from
three Ross** operas IRI
10:30
© KENNETH COPELAND
(TMC) MOVIE ** Timer id
er 11982) Fred Ward. Belinda
Bauer A motorcyclist unwittingly Havers through a tvne
warp and winds up among
19th century Western outlaws
PG
11:00
OICSlNiws
O THE NATIONAL
0 MONTY
PYTHON'S
FLYING CIRCUS
0 ISRAELI OIARY Vilifies
Navon The former Israeli President tasks with Sidney Rosen
Wet about the Lebanon invasion
and the formation of the mquvy
commission shortly after the
massacre of Palestinian retu
gees
(ESPN! SPORTSCENTER
1 1:15

ONEWS

0 MACNEIL / LEHRER
NEWSHOUR
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER
7:30
0 P.M. MAGAZINE Take a
baeoon rule Over the skies of
northeast Otwo: Brooke Shields
date with Prince Albert ol
Monaco
0 THREE S COMPANY
0 BARNEY MILLER Bar
nay's brthdev n celebrated
whve a man steers froten surplus chKfcane and another man
assaults a reporter lor prerrvs
lurety writing ins obituary
0 DEDICATION SIMUCCAST
0 HOGAN'S
HEROES
rsogan and Ins men mme a
bridge, and then must undo
thee work
(ESPN) TOP RANK BOXING
From Hammond IN (R)
B:O0
O 0 NO MAN'S VALLEY
Animated As a construction
crew threatens Ihee sanctuary,
a band of condors send a scout
on a lonely quasi lo frnd a
fabled refuge for endangered
animals (R)
O BOWLING
Motions
CruaVng*
0 NBC ALL-STAR HOUR
Many NBC series stars
including Ann Jttksn. Nell
Carter. Vicki Lawrence Joel
Htggms. Byron Aden and Sheeny
long - appear V) musical num
bars end comedy sketches HI a
salute lo the network's new
season
0 THAT'S INCREDIBLE!
Featured a champion wood
chopper beats a woochphlting
machine: a water ifceng horse
praciKes its specialty
0 0 SURVIVAL Secrets
Of The African Baobab Orson
Welles narrates a close-up por
trad of Africa s great baobab
tree, famed by Alan and Joan
Root •» Kenya's Tsano National
Park. (Rl
0 MOVIE * * * No Way
To Treat A Lady (1968) Rod
SteMjer. George Segal A pay
chohc keter of elderly women
dresses m various disguises and
eludes a persistent detective
(TMC) MOVIE **# "The
Road Warrior 119811 Mel G4..
son. Bruce Spence In an Austreka of the future where civ.li
ration rs reduced to a coaacnon
of rural communes, a former
highway cop makes a 2000
m4a run for sanctuary m a
promised land R'

0 ABC NEWS
11:30
0 ENTERTAINMENT
THIS WEEK Featured a look
at some hot young comics: Ann
Jvken and Madeline Kehn talk
about thee new TV aeries.
8:30
0 MOVIE **«-»
The
Desperate Hours (1955) Hum- O 0 SQUARE PEGS John
ny
Slash's
home-run streak
phrey Bogert. Fredrc March A
group of escaped convicts hold attracts the attention of 1982
National
League
Rookie of the
a terrified femvy captive m thee
Year Slave Sax (Rl
own home
0 MOVIE * * M "Red Lme
•tooa
7000
119651 James Cam. 0 0 M*A*S H Hoi Lv»s
Laura Devon The eves end decides to plant a tana capsule
k>ves of three racing enthueies ts at the 407 7th and awyyone
reflect the tensions involved searches for appropriate items
with the sport
to syrnbok/e thee wartime
experiences. (R)
0 SO SCHEMBECHLER
Beuleh
0 MONTY PYTHON'S 0 MOVIE **',
Land (Part 2) (19801 Lesley
FLYING CIRCUS
Arm Warren. Paul Rudd. A
0 FOR MY PEOPLE
severe shortage of cash, a lee
11:40
0 CHAIRMAN OF THE and her love for a Yankee
BOARD Top* ceprtal puraah- threaten Sarah's control over
the plantation (R)Q
0 NFL FOOTBALL San
Diego Chargers at Kansas City
MONOAY
ChrafsQ
SEPTEMBER 12. 1M3
0 0 GREAT PERFORMANCES Bftfktshead Ravisited. A Twitch Upon The
Thread Juke and Charles make
OO00NCW8
plane to get married urmf lord
0 WHEEL OF FORTUNE
Bndaahead rebuffs has sister i
0 MACNEIL / LEHREN
adulterous aHav (Part 101 (Rl
NEWSHOUR

tvtnma
•too

0 MORK AND MINOY
Mart proprje— meniege to Mm
0 AEROBIC DANCING
(TMC) MOVIE **
Gosn
South (1978) Jack Ncholeon.
Mary Steenburgen A captured
horse thief rs offered a chance
to escape hanging by manymg
a young lady from the town m
which he's vnprisoned PG
6:30
O 0 CBS NEWS
0 NBC NEWS
0 ABC NEWS Q
0 BOB NEWHART Howard
enlists the help ol Bob and Emtry m popping the question to
Elan
0 BUSINESS REPORT
(ESPN) INSfOE BASEBALL

7:00
0 0 ENTERTAINMENT
TONIGHT Behind the scenes
of
Al My CMdran
with
Susan Luce* and Dorothy
Lyman: a took at Geraksne
Fitigeratd
O HAWAII FIVE-O A country singer is kidnapped
0 FAMILY FEUD
0 LITTLE HOUSE ON THE
PRAIRIE
0 BUSINESS REPORT
0 M«A*S*H

Q

9:3C;
O 0 NEWHART K-k
Devene s outspoken *« too
grandmother (Ruth Gordon)
pays a wwt. (R)
0 PRAIRIE PRIME
lOOO
0 0 CAGNE Y ■■ LACE Y
Oetective Isbeckis cover is
blown and he is taken captive
by the car theft resg ha was
vtvestigebng (R)
O THE
NATIONAL
/
JOURNAL
0 0 RETURN FROM
SeLENCE. CHINA'S REVO
LLrTlONAHY WRITERS Frve
Chesase writers who have con
trrbuted to the emergence of
modern China eiemme and
vilerpret the way Chmaaa the*
about themselves, thee aepve
tions. pans and achievements
ei an era Of revolutionary
change.
0NEWS
(ESPN) BILLIARDS Cowboy
Jimmy Moore vs Luther Las
erterfR)
fTMC) MOVIE *** Night
Moves (1975) Gene Hecfcman.
Jennrler Warren. A private eye
heed to locate the daughter o« a
former mover actress becomes
entangled ai a web of ewigue
with a Mayan smuggfcng rng

11:0O
000NEWS
0 NUMERO UNO Franca s
Jean Claude K4y. winner of ell
three alpine sfceng gold medals
m the I96B Wmiar Olympics rs
protatd (Rl
0 TWILIGHT ZONE Tan
years altar an atomic war. lour
soldiers discover a starving v*
lags
0 BUSINESS REVIEW
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER
1 1:06

0 HOGAN'S HEROES A
Parisian cabaret entertainer
becomes mvolveit m Hogan's
espionage capers
(ESPN) NFLS GREATEST
MOMENTS 1978 and 1979
V ear s MI Revstw''
(TMC)
MOVIE **»'v
Superman II (1980) Christopher Reeve Mar got K.dder
Whee savng Paris hom a nuclear einlosMxi Superman on wit
trngry frees the trio of powerful
vrliams who ware origmaHy
imprisoned by his Kryptoman
father PG

(ESPNI PKA FULL CONBOO
TACT KARATE (Rl
0 0 MOVIE **ft Tho
11:30
Bunker' 1198 11 Anthony Hop
O MAUOE The man repairing
kms. Rwhard Jordan. The last
the Fmdutys furnace is more days of the Thad Raich are
interested m kghimg Florida s
detaaed m ties rfcamatiration of
hre than at heating the house
the evnnts in and around Hit
0 HART TO
HART let's underground bunker at the
Jonathans sitter evlew (Aman- dose of World War II (Rl
da McBroom) unwillingly
O COASTLINE CANADA
becomes involved m a scheme Renowned eipforer Dr. Joe
to take control ol the Hart larm
Maclnnrs touches three oceans
ly lortune. (Rl
as ha takes viewers on an e«pe
0 THE BEST OF CARSON ration traveling along the entire
Host: Johnny Carson Guests: coast ol Canada, tompanng
astronomer Dr Carl Segen
each coast's distinct cultural
Arkansas foolbai coach Lou heritage with today's activities
Hull/ pianrsl Rots Tompkins
0 THE A-TEAM The team's
(Rl
plan to thwart a jumbo ret
0 0 LATENIGHT AMERI- bitching lath to peKes. leaving
CA John Mouseman ckscusses Henfuoal at the eeport and a
his long awarted autobiography
temporarily bended Murdocfc at
Final Dress, which describes the aver alt's controls. (R)
lirs <. hilithoud as well as res per
0 HAPPY DAYS Chachi is
sonal end professional trie 6*
torn between his love lor music
bar* Matusow. lormer network and Joame whan she decides to
TV newswu- i grves the inside move back to Milwaukee (R)
scooii on TV news and its
anchors
0 0 NOVA lasM Fever"
0 TWILIGHT ZONE A The story of a mysterious, high
weaHhy okl man makes Me chf
ly lethal disease which struck a
licult lor Ins greedy reece even Nigerian vtaage in 1969 is doc
after he rfcet
umented (R)Q
11:40
© MOVIE * * The Legend
O MOVIE ** 'Assign- 01 Alfred Packer (1980) Bob
maul Munrch 119)721 Richard Damon. Patrick Dray Five men
Baseliari. Roy Schmder The struggle to survive whee strandgovernmeni is assrsimt by a ed v> the bitter cofrj ol a Rocky
saloon owner m recovemg Mountain winter
stolen ooM during World War II
8:30
12:O0
O HAWAII FIVE-O McGar
rett leers j ganuland war rs
imminent when it seems a
mamland syndKaie is trying to
takeover
0NEWS
0 THREE STOOGES
(TMC) MOVIE ** ', I. The
Jury'
11982)
Armande
Assante Barbara Carrara
12:30
0 LATE NIGHT WITH
DAVID
LETTERMAN
Guests author Joseph Goutden
comedian Richard Lewis
0 ABC NEWS NIGHTLINE
12:40
0 COLUMBO Colombo
eivesiigaies the death of the
r^rnpargn manager of a senatorial canrfctkate (Jnckie Cooper)
(H.
TUESDAY
SEPTEMBER 13. 1983
EVENING

OtOO
0O00NEWS
0 WHEEL OF FORTUNE
0 MACNEIL / LEHRER
NEWSHOUR
0 MORK AND MINDY
Opposed to Mark S marriage.
Orson decides to stop it by
turrwng hen mm a (Jog.
0 COMPUTER
PROGRAMME One Thing Altar
Another " Explanations of the
concept of the computer program and the binary number
system
8:30
00 CBS NEWS
0 NBC NEWS
0 ABC NEWS
rVSQ
|
EWHART Emty
0 BOB NEWHART
talks Bob mio grwng a party m
honor ol a departed friend "
0 BUSINESS REPORT
(ESPN) SPORTSFORUM
7:00
O 0 ENTERTAINMENT
TONIGHT Victoria Prewapai
■haras some ol bar beauty
secrets, an interview with Jerry
Reed
0 HAWAII FIVE-O
0 FAMILY FEUD
0 LITTLE HOUSE ON THE
PRAIRIE
0 BUSINESS REPORT
0 M*A*8*H A new area
correnandar scares everyone m
the 4077th wtth his rrektarism
0 MACNEIL / LEHRER
NEWSHOUR
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER
7:30
0 P.M. MAGAZINE A per
sonal look at The A Team's"
Mr T. meat Captain Edcfce Vermeaon's cormc resieurenteur
0 THREE'S COMPANY
0 BARNEY MILLER Wo|0
recks a kquor store robber who
•hot at hen and a couple is
arrested for eateutung a private
achool offscsal who rassckarj
thee son
0 WOK THRU CHINA

0 JOAN* LOVES CHACHI Chachi thinks Joan* is tui
carrying a torch for her hrst
love. Bobby Arnold, who shows
up at DetveccfMO s (Rl Q
(ESPN) AUTO RACING
NASCAR Wrangler 400'
(from Richmond VA) IRI
9 OO
O A VERY SPECIAL PERSON Featured a protea of Jack
Lunch
0 MOVIE *#'.
Beuleh
laml (Part 3) (19801 Lesley
Ann Warren. Paul Rudd. Sarah
comes out of the Ove War. her
husbands stecide and the
destruction of Beuleh Land with
a tierce resolve to reoued the
plantation (Rl Q
0 THREE'S COMPANY
Jack is pitted agemi a hardened professional boaer (R) Q
0 0 LIFELINE Or J Akn
Hafter Jr Dr HaHer Children s
Surgeon kiCheH at Johns Hopkns Hospital m Battanora. MO.
rsproHed Q
B:30
O TOM JONES Guest
Oen.se Wvfcams
0 9 TO 6 Vvjktt. Judy and
Dor alee are busted for soliciting
when they mctonkghl as cos
turned telegram dafcvary gvts
(Rl
10:00
0 THE
NATIONAL
/
JOURNAL
0 HART TO HART The
Harts discover that a celebrated
lecfuaa (Andrew Duggan) is
oaeng drugged and impersonal
edbyhisavJaa (R)Q
0 THE GREAT ART DICTATOR 'This documentary
traces the story of dutwous pur
chases and plunder aa AdoN
Hitler sat Out 10 amass the
world's greatest art coHeclion
O BOXING Ale. Ramos vs
MUTT jy Souther land
0 NUMERO UNO Olympic
gold medakst runner Peter Snef
of Haw Zealand rs profiled (R)
(TMC)
MOVIE
**
longahoi 11981) Lerl Garret t Four teen agars k*vn about
love and fcf e on thee way to a
National Football Traanamant
10:30
0 MATTERS Of LIFE
ANO DEATH Central- Fva
The residents of the small town
of Cannaka. Pa. continue to
struggle with an out of control
underground mane hre which
has threatened Ihee bves and
thee property lor the past 20
yaaaa
(ESPN) INSIDE BASEBALL
<R>
11:0O

0000NEWS
0 PRIZEWINNERS
0 TWILIGHT ZONE Ehra
Keane. a trftyieh spinster who
haa been conlned to her bed
and wheekJvev tor years is
driven lo ifcstractwn by mysteri
oue lafcaphone calks on a dead

0 ON THE LINE
IESPN) SPORTSCENTER
11:OB
ONEWS
11:15
IESPN) COLLEGE FOOTBALL Boston College vs Clem
ton(R)
11:30
O MAUOE Maude insists
that she is not jealous whan
Vivian returns from a vacation
lookvig 10 years younger. (Part
II
0 MAGNUM. P.I. A Chi
nese gvl (Suesie Elena) hves
Magnum lo protect a priceless
and much-sought-after urn <R)
0 TONIGHT Host: Johnny
Carson Guests Liberate. Chris
and Lisa Scott (who tried to
ra*e a sunken boat)
0 ABC NEWS NIGHTLINE
0 0 LATENIGHT AMERICA Arneud Da Borchgrave. former Newsweek correspondentturned best sefkng author avs
hrs VNIWS on anti American
poetical actions by the Soviets
portrayed in his controversial
novel Morumbo
0 TWILIGHT ZONE A pilot
(Richard Besenari) crash Ian*.
on a distant planet
(TMC) MOVIE * h
Body
And Soul (19811 leon Isaac
Kennedy. Jeyna Kennedy A
young black turns lo prifehghtnig lo raise the money he needs
tor meikcal school R
11:40
O MOVIE ** The Cham
pagne Murders (19681 Antho
ny Perkins. Yvonne Furneaui A
playboy teams to be at the canter of a series of murders that
lofcows the sale of a champagne
company lo an American hrm of
unprrxkctable eccentrics
WEDffESOAY
SEPTEMBER 14, 1983
eVEWNG
8:O0

GOOD NEWS
0 WHEEL OF FORTUNE
0 MACNEIL / LEHRER
NEWSHOUR
0 MORK AND MINOY
Mork takes Mmdy to Ork (or
thee honeymoon
0 AEROBIC DANCING
(ESPN) PLAY YOUR BEST
TENNIS
Basic* of the
Groundsiroke'' (Rl
fl:30
0 0 CBS NEWS
0 NBC NEWS
0 ABC NEWS Q
0 BOB NEWHART
0 BUSINESS REPORT
IESPN) HORSE
RACING
WEEKLY
(TMC) MOVIE eYS-H
True
ConlassKms (I98U

7x00
0 0 ENTERTAINMENT
TONIGHT
0 HAWAII FIVE-O A teen
age grl framed for murder runs
away lo a rekgroua cull.
0 FAMILY FEUD
0 LITTLE HOUSE ON THE
PRAIRIE
0 BUSINESS REPORT
0 M#A*S»H
0 MACNEIL / LEHRER
NEWSHOUR
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER
7:30
0 P.M. MAGAZINE
0 THREES COMPANY
0 BARNEY
MILLER
0 SPOKESMAN
0 HOGAN'S HEROES
IESPN) PKA FULL CONTACT KARATE (Live)
8O0
0 0 CBS SATURDAY
MORNING PREVIEW Fiva
new Saturiley morning aanaa
are hvjhkghled v> this peek at
C8S s new season.
0 IN CONCERT Guaata:
Henry Mancev Carol and Peter
Nero
0 REAL PEOPLE (Season
PremvMa) The last of a three
pari presentation ol highlights
of the series recant treat tnp
from Ciucego to Washington.
DC includes segments on a
futuristic car precision female
ice skaters a softbak pitcher
with a ileformed arm a 69
year old (ecquetbefl champ and
"rh/mg pancake*."
0 THE FALL GUY
0 GREAT
RAILWAY
JOURNEYS
OF
THE
WORLD
0 MOVIE *** Barefoot
In The Park
(1987) Robert
Bedford. Jane Fonda. Probkams
arise whan an e< trover led
young bride tries to settle mio
her lawyer husband's conservative Mestyte
0 AMERICAN JOURNEY
Political columnist Richard
Reeves retraces the Slaps of
Akuis rfri Tocquevwes 1831
journey aoroaa the U.S. to
assess Hsa slake of the riemoc
racy m America from a contemporary iwveiiecttwa. IRI

8:30
0 0 BUGS BUNNY'S
MAD WORLD OF TELEVISION Aramated The board of
deectors at OTTV upset over
low latmgs haa the mwacreCfcmg rabbrt as thev presvJant. (Rl
(TMC)
MOVIE
*** :
Gvnme Shatter' (19701 Ron
mg Stones. Jefferson Aaplana
This documentary of the Rorkng
Stones' 1969 American tour
includes scenes of the rioting
and murder at an Altamont
Speedway free concert
•tOO
O0 MOVIE **» 'Mevj
In America
(19821 Susan
Dark. Atea Karraa. When a man
rs refused a meal's position
because of his sea. he charges
the prospective employer - a
crusatfcng female lawyer — with
rktcrvneuMMMi. (R)
O
NATIONAL
GEOGRAPHIC SPECIAL
Save
The Panda
0 TWO MARRIAGES Scon
decides to move away and eve
with his father, whee Nancy
prepares her daughter for her
fast tormel dance □
0 AMERICAN JOURNEY
(ESPN) TOP RANK BOXING
lme from Naahvate. TN
9:30
0 FAMILY TIES
10:00
O THE
NATIONAL
/
JOURNAL
0 ST. ELSEWHERE Dr
Craig's new friendship with a
visiting Hungarian doctor mten
srfres. and Or White's personal
problems worsen when ha is
involved m a serious car aco
dent IRI
0 DYNASTY Someone hies
to destroy Blake and Krystte's
marriage, while another
unknown individual plots to
murder two of the Camngton
women (R) Q
0NEWS
0 RICHARD
REEVES'
AMERICA Political columnist
Richard Reeves talks about hrs
18 000 mee up aoroaa the
US and the book and teksw
svjn documentary which result
ad hom theirs?
ITMCIMOV* **•>'* The
Man Who Would Be King
(I97SI Sean Connery Michael
Casne Based on the story by
Rudyard Kajkng Two British
sokkers sat out to claim the
riches and power of a remote.
legendary kingdom PG
10:30
0 THE TRAM. NORTH
11:O0

00000 NEWS
0 RICHARD REEVES'
AMERICA
O TWILIGHT ZONE
0 ART BEAT
THURSDAY
SFPTEMBER 15. 1883
EVENING

8:00

0000NEW8
0 WHEEL OF FORTUNE
0 MACNEIL / LEHRER
NEWSHOUR
0 MORK AND MINDY
0 THE MEETING WILL
COME TO ORDER
(ESPN) SPORTSWEEK
8:30
00CBS NEWS
0 NBC NEWS
0 ABC NEWS Q
0 BOB NEWHART
0 BUSINESS REPORT
(ESPNI BILL DANCE OUTDOORS
(TMCI MOVC ft* Coming
Out Alive
11979) Helen
Shaver Scott Hytand After the
abduction of her hanckcapped
son. a woman hves the aarvicee
of a pastl keejr (o track down her
estranged husband.

7*00
0 0 ENTERTAINMENT
TONIGHT
O HAWAII FIVE-O
0 FAMILY FEUD
0 LITTLE HOUSE ON THE
PRAIRIE
0 BUSINESS REPORT
0 M-A-S-H
0 MACNEIL / LEHRER
NEWSHOUR
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER
7:30
O P.M. MAGAZINE
0 THREE'S COMPANY
0 BARNEY MILLER
0 WINE. WHAT PLEASURE
Cabernet Sauvignon
And Merlot The Cabernets of
Beeukeii. Burgess Oears and
Cloa <fci Val ami tlie Merlot from
Riillwrloril Hel are le.mri-il
0 HOGAN'S
HEROES
IBakPNI
THE
WORLD
SPORTSMAN
BOO
O0 MAGNUM. P.l. Mag
Mil ami TC tatwill«.r)y U.ew

port a sat Of encyctoperkas that
are traed with mansjana (R)
0 F.R. SCOTT: RHYME
OR REASON This portrait of
tht writer, poet. pNkoaophar
and co foundei of the Cooperative Commonwealth Federation
includes rarrunnacancas from
David Lewis biographer Leon
East, socrologait Marcrl Riou.
and poet Lows Dudek (R) Q
0 GIMME A BREAK
0 TOO CLOSE FOR COMFORT
0 0 SNEAK PREVIEWS
0 MOVIE ***
Smae
1197SI Bruce Dern. Barbara Fel
don A smaD-town beauty
pageant mim sincere hopefuls
and ambitious promoters
(TMC) MOVIE *** Night
Moves (1975)
8:30
0 MAMA'S FAMILY
0 NFL FOOTBALL Ctncsrtnati Bengals at Cleveland
Browns
0 CITY LEAGUE REVIEW
0 THE WHALES THAT
WOULDN'T DIE Archrvai
and rare fern fool age documant
the story of the Pacific gray
whales, which have twice
rebounded from near extinction
Jack Lord narrates. (R)
(ESPN)
WOMEN'S BILLIAROS

■too

0 0 SIMON & SIMON
O WOMEN OF THE SUN
0 WE GOT IT MADE
GD S JAZZ IN AMERICA
"Max Roach" Cecil Bridgeweter. Odean Pope and Calvin Mill
jovi Man Roach in performance
at Blues AHey m Waahmgton.
DC
9:30
0 CHEERS Sam s successful
cadar brother pays a visit and
stra.es up a romance with
Diana (Part II (R)
(ESPN) PKA FULL CONTACT KARATE (R)
10:00
0 0 KNOTS LANDING
Vaiene is uafctd after conlesav>g
toCia s mivder (R)
0 THE
NATIONAL /
JOURNAL
0 HILL STREET BLUES
0 BISHOP LUERS SWING
CHOIR CONTEST The leva*
of the 8th annual competition
lor high school swing chora are
highlighted

0NEWS
0 ICE HORIZONS'S3
(TMC) MOVIE **', Ore
gonslayer (1981)
11:00
O 00 NEWS
0 MATTERS OF LIFE
ANO DEATH Seeds Of Survival' ' A group of farmers aspananca problems cms ad by
chemical farming and the eco
notrac amScufuea of shrltrng
back to organ* methods
0 TWILIGHT ZONE
0 TIME OUT
IESPN) SPORTSCENTER
11:Oo
ONEWS
11:16
(ESPN) SPORTSWEEK (R)
11:30
0 MAUDE
0 TRAPPER JOHN. M.D.
Gloria's job rs leopardued by
hsr afcotMbc bother (Caff
Potts) (R)
0 TONIGHT Host Johnny
Carson Guests: actress aatgar
Jennrler Hafkdey ( Draamgrrls '). lighter Tut Cobs).
actress Maanda Culaa I The ATaam I.
0NEWS
0 0 LATENIGHT AMERICA Gordan Adams, defense
spanrkng espert rkscussas the
gross over chargvsg of mastary
purchases. Dents Wairley. PhD .
personal deveWpement counsellor, lefls the Ian best kept
secrets lor total personal success.
0 TWILIGHT ZONE
11:40
0 MOVIE *ft* The Story
On Page One" (1960) Rita Hay
worth. Anthony Francsoaa A
defense attorney battles the
prosecutor m hn> attempt in
acquit a woman and her (over of
murdering, her husband.
11:48
(ESPN)
AUTO RACING
"CART Escort Radar Warrang
200 (from Laswigion. OH) IR)
12:00
0 HAWAII FIVE-O Lew*
Avary Faar. the crvnmal with a
thousand laces, escapes hom
the Oahii proton attar devawng a
scheme to steal $4 mason hom
drug smugglers
0 ABC NEWS NIGHTLINE
0 THREE STOOGES
(TMO MOVIE * * '
Young
Ootne* In love'
(1982)
Muti.e-i M,k^-i Sean Young

